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Picture perfect sK;n in every light

_ PHOTOGENIC
SKIK-ILLUMINATING MAKEUP SPF15

■ Picture the besFTWTt your skin has ever been in. So natural. 
So luminous J>ie.<tfTique PhoJ^Flex* Complex adjusts the effed^ 
of ll|3ht stfyour skin looks ra^jjHy healthy.

•Reinforced with Vitamin C, Ginseng and Gingko. Oil-free.
RESULT: Day and night,., skin in its best light.

Now available: Photogenic concealer._l^se andNEW
pressed powder.
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Your guidance counselor said

you would never amount to anything. S

Your guidance counselor drives a minivan.

JAGUAR
THE ART of PERFORMANCE
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There are many ways to be 
a good parent. Try this one.

Guillen Rule #1; Pructic.t* ^murt sun. 

Shield even the most sensitive 

skin ujnier a blanket of Glarins 

ultra-protection. Clarins sun 

care treaunents offer gentle, 

lightweight textures with liigh 

SPF's for children and adults alike.

>
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Smart Sun 

j.'-'i Protection
1 A

.Suit UriiiLL 
CoiiiroKTake <-are ^ith full spectrum protection. 

Vi ith specific formula.^ for everv' skin 

type and sun intejjsity. Clarjri.*i Sun 

Care safeguards against 

and infrared ray's. Hydrating plant 

extracts cushion skin with moisture 

to prevent dehydration.

Did you know... As the Siin ('are 

Specialist. Ciarins is committed to 

protecting your skin and promoting 

golden color with less exposure.

A combination of sun filters and 

nourishing botaiiicals creates 

high-perff)nnance protection with 

true beauty care. Siiip by the
Gluriiw Gounter for a
•omplimenuiry ■^tiplc 

and start ytmr 

sumrucr safely.
Ifs a fact.
^'ith Ciarins, life’s 
more beautiful.

CLARI NS
PARIS

www.clarins.com



NANCY CORZINE
FURNITURE* TEXTILES- ACCESSORIES- RUGS

CHICAGO

ATLANTA

BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA



HOUSTON DENVER BOSTON THOENIX 
ATLANTA DANIA CHICAGO TROY

NEWYORK LOSANCELES SAN FRANCISCO SEATTIE DALLAS 
LAGUNA WASHINGTON D.C. PHILADELl’IllA

212'223-8340 ux 212-223-8389D&D BUILDING 979 THIRD AVENUE. 8T!l FLOOR, NEW YORK. NY 10022 11
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Take our flat panel LCD TVs. Two inches thin. Unparalleled picture 
quality. Viewable from any angle. Hangs on walls. Under kitchen 
cabinets. It will go virtually anywhere. Just like Sharp. Free from the 
constraints of the past. Opening up the possibilities of the future.

Liberate yourself. Visit our website and experience life with 
Sharp technology. No boundaries.

www.sharp-usa.com1-377-388-SHAPP
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A N I C H I N I
Fine Linens and Home Furnishings

Retail Store: 466 North Robertson Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90048 • 888.230.5388 
The Plaza@Prcston Center, 4040 Villanova Drive, Dallas, TX 75225 

Also at ABC Carpet & Home, New York 212.473.3000 • Arrelle, Chicago 800.288.3696 
Sue Fisher King Co., San Francisco 888.81 1.7276 

Trade Inquiries: 800.553.5309 
Anichini.com
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i Italia.
The choice for quality.
harmonyand modern living.
Solo, seat ^stem designed by Antonio Citterio.
To reach the dealer nearest you call 1-800-872-1697
B&B Italia U.S.A. INC, 150 East 58*’ Street. New York, NY 10155,
www.bebitalia.it e-mail: info@bbita(iausa.com
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Innuvatiunh Collection, Rodvo Drive



Shoes are

overrated.

There's something about Mohawk carpeting chat 

begs to be touched. Maybe it’s the superior quality. 

Perhaps it’s our craftsmanship. One thing’s certain, 

bring home a Mohawk carpet and you may never 

want to put your shoes on again. For information, 

cal! 1'800'Z'MOHAWK or visit mohawkind.com.

/5^
MOHAWK

Mohawk makes the room

Aladdin I Horizon I World | Galaxy I WundaWeve I Portico
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Introducing the 260-hp Acura TL Type-S. Attention shutterbugs: A bristling 3,2-liter V-6 and landscape 

photography just don't mix. So, as you engage Its S-speed Sequential SportShIft™ automatic transmission, kindly suggest to your snap-happy 

passengers that they just relax and enjoy some tunes on the stereo. And leave the pictures to tripod-wielding professionals, (J) ACURA

For more inlnimatian, tall 1-800 TO-ACURFiOi logon loacuftiom.ntutradfmarksal Hsnd«Mo<o> Co. Lid iin mNlbfiinl dKitnn.>, Inc Atura Tl ind Saquanosl IfucismilC200I ncun Divnkin of AiiwHcan Honda Miniv



pholstery \ lat fits easily into

traditior al, transitic nal or miaimaJist

center iporary decor.. .appeiling to

:odays mole casual lifestyles.

wv -w-bernhai Jt.com

or EairtoITFro 866.755.4754

BERN]
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welcome
MAYOR FOR A DAY

describing his approach to the governance of his city. “I fig- 
can’t do anything about people’s lives inside their homes,” Richard Daley said. “But the minute 

they walk out their front doors, well then, I’m in charge! And 1 want to do everything I can to make 
people feel good about what they see around them. I want to plant flowers all over the place! I want 
beauty

HE MAYOR OF CHICAGO waS

ure I

everywhere!” And, indeed, the mayor’s horticultural passions have led to a Chicago that is burst- 
ingwith bloom. Flowers are spilling from planters on sidewalks all over the city, median strips are rib-

boned with color, office buildings are edged in petunias and gas stations ringed with 
Bulldozers arc pushing a big new park into being, and gar
deners (!) have had a say in what public spaces ought to look 
like. The mayor has even enlisted the help of his friend, Victor 
Skrebneski, the John Singer Sargent of portrait photogra
phers; who better than an artist to lay down floral composi
tions? Dig it! This mayor really got something out of being 
a child of the ’60s.

canna.
trees that, after decades of peaceftjl coexistence with a house, 
suddenly, heartbreakingly, find themselves in the way. This 
should be against the law.

To all families who have purchased, for their one tiny 
infant, enou^ playground equipment to keep the population 
of a nursery school occupied: share it. Why can’t the entire 
block get together and use one swing set that straddles four 
yards? Why does the same play paraphernalia have to be 
replicated across everyone’s backyards? Call the Depanment 
of Redundancy. And what ever happened to the gracious g 
ture of planting screens, out of consideration for the neighbor 
who might not want to sip her martini while contemplating 
a landscape of playscapes. Remember evergreens? Hedges? 
Trellis and fencing?

Beautification. It’s a tough job, but someone has to do it.
Don’t get me wrong: no one in the Chicago mayor’s office is 

suggesting herbal therapy for all the city’s woes. Daley is ambi
tious and uncompromising about tackling the big, intransigent 
issues that face every city, dccayit^ infrastructure, inadequate 
and severely compromised public housing, shortfalls in educa

tion reform, among them. But this 
is a mayor who also believes in 
the power of cultural ambience— 
and by this I mean the importance 
of living in a place that takes the arts, 
including the domestic arts, seri
ously. Gardening matters to the qual- 
ityoflifc—notjustthequalityoflifie |
in your own backyard, but the qual- < 
ity of communal life. Let’s get with |
the program: More Flower Power. I

I know what he means about wanting to take charge of what 
you see when you walk out your front door. I cannot walk 
through the streets of my little suburban village (much less 
New York City, where I commute to work) without casting a 
critical eye all over the place. I’m yearning to be mayor for a 
day, I know exactly what I would do. I’m sure lots of us have 
similar fantasies. But I don’t have the patience or the pe 
ality for politics. Td rather hand out decrees.

The easy ones have to do with adding to the cityscape; I 
with Chicago on the idea that you can’t see too many flowers 
trailing along walls and sidewalks. Td love to sec planters all 
over the place. How about volunteer programs? That’s man
ageable in a small town; one family per pot to fill and 
tain—an allowance-worthy chore 
for the children.

The tougher calls have to do with 
the private and public land that is 
part of everyone’s daily view. These 
are the eyesore issues. Contrary to 
popular belief, most eyesores are 
not the result of benign neglect.
They usually come from overindul- 
gent purchasing and overly fastidi
ous renovation, There are several 
severely truncated trees I pass every 
day; I can feel the pain of the limbs 
that have suffered improper prun
ing, and I know that the trees are 
dying. Then there are the people 
who are taking down gorgeous old

es-

rson-

m

main-

Dominique Browning, editor
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Ocrtie&Barrel
dynamic inertiathe

A paradox of motion and rest, Wildly organic curves shaping a mass of 
solid comfort, A contradiction of upholstered rattan. Wicker handwoven
on a loom, then double-faced onto the frame, like fabric, When inertia is 
exciting, there's no rest for the wicker. The Loom, $599, Ottoman, $169,

thr Gw/n I'.nii Barrel stare near you, call 800.996.9960. crateandbarrel.com





A salad gave Doris a fresh start.

After leaving an abusive nnarriage, Doris and her kids v/ere 
ready for a new beginning. Thanks to the Philip Morris 
Companies’ support of Chicago’s Community Kitchens 
program, Doris was able to learn professional food 
preparation, receive certification in the culinary arts, and 
get a job as a salad specialist for a community hospital. 
Philip Morris grants have helped similar programs 
expand in 26 cities nationwide, giving people in need, 
like Doris, the opportunity to give life a new start- 
from scratch. To learn more, visit philipmorris.com. 
Working to make a difference.

THE PEOPLE OF THE PHILIP MORRIS COMPANIES

PHILIP
MORRISKRAFT

U.S.A,

• 12000 Pmiip Monts Comp;»nies Inc 

Chicago's Community Kitchens is a program of the Greater Chicago Food Depository.
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Smokey Jcee RaDnurrSmokey Joes Silver

You’ll find all kinds of grills at www.weber.com. As for friends, you’re on your own,

mtEat out every night;SM

©2001 Weber-Stephen Products Co,



contributors ! letters
color me happy
I JUST GOT the April issue {You Need 
Color!] and literally read it from cover 
to cover. I am from Georgia, and I’m 
tired of the clay colors here. This issue 
was a joy to read after a very cold and 
bleak winter. Thanks for the lift.

WILLIAM ROBERTS 

Atlanta, GA

ARE STILL BUZZING about thcthree shop- 
es that House & Garden has produced in the past

PE

pmg
year^d a half Focusing on Paris, New York, and London, 
each one listed at least 120 stores chosen specifically 
to appeal to our readers. (They have become fanatical: 
one recently tracked down an editor’s home number and 
phoned her to ask for a copy of the New York map!) 
Naturally, when we decided to explore another American 
city, it was the great one, Chicago, that called.

Around the time of the presidential election—at 
an intimate dinner with Mayor Richard M. Daley, 
first lady Maggie Daley, and cultural commissioner Lois 
Weisberg—we kicked our newest city guide into 
high gear. These local power brokers told us about their 
pet projects, which range from public plantings to

collector's items
THE ARTICLE “Millefiori:WhyNow?” 
was a welcome addition to your magazine 
[March]. I am a collector, and I’d love 
to see more issues sprinkled with tidbits 
about collecting. Simple Things [“Sole 
Survivor"} was a lovely piece as well. And 
to top it off the pages of roses were 
incredible. Thanks for a wonderful issue.

THERESA M. WINER 

La Grande, OK

I HAVE BEEN growing roses for more 
than 30 years and am a member and 
past president of the Greater Atlanta 
Rose Society. Your magazine is one 
of the most informative and beautifully 
presented that I have seen, I recently 
subscribed and I'm not sorry

ANNA DAVIS 

Atlanta, GA

unseasonably warm
I HAD TO PUT my car in the shop. 
When I cleaned out the trunk,
I found my December 2000 mail 
and your holiday issue beneath 
the final Christmas shopping spree 
packages. It is now March 14, and 
I’m enjoying the day as if it were 
Christmas morning. March is merry 
thanks to “Thc Power of Red,"

AGOSTO ONORATO-CURLEY 

College Park, GA

Gallery 37, a showcase for artwork by urban teens.
We soon discovered that this city’s vitality could not be 
captured in a directory like our others. We wanted 
to talk about vibrant young designers, highlight groimd- 
breaking architects, give readers a taste of the gallery 
scene, and include some favorite shops. Thc result is 
“Chicago Style; 50 Things to Love.”

This effort was, as always, collaborative. Photog
rapher Gaby Zimmermann and stylist Rebecca Omweg 
spent eight days shooting people and places we had 
found. Editorial assistant Brooke Collier gathered existing 
photographs of Chicago sites, including (an office 
favorite) the shot of bleacher creatures at Wrigley Field. 
Special projects editor James Shearron volunteered his 
picks, which included the miniature rooms at the Art 
Institute of Chicago. Editor at large Deborah Needleman 
greened the guide with entries such as Millennium Park. 
And associate art director Jennifer Madara designed 
an energetic, engaging, coherent, and complex layout 
that perfectly captures this bold city. —s.r.

From left: Brooke 
Collier. Jennifer Madara, 
and Sabine Rothman 
review layouts for our 
Chicago booklet.

PLEASE WRITE US 3X House S'Garden 
(4 Times Square, New York, NY 10036). 
We also accept letters by E-mail 
(letters® housc-and-garden.com) and 
fax (212-286-4977). Include your name, 
address, and daytime phone numbet All 
submissions become the property of 
House S Garden and will not be returned; 
they may be edited and published or 
otherwise used in any medium.
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The ultimate kitchen appliance is Incognito

Innovative technology and superior performance are just the beginning. Fully 
integrated, the advanced series Incognito dishwasher starts with the touch of a button 
and disappears in a whisper. Featuring the unique Top Solo function, the capacity for 
14 international place settings, and the world’s only full size separate cutlery tray, Incognito 
is the perfect dishwasher, neither seen nor heard. Not just a dishwasher...a Miele.

MieleFor more information call 1 -800-463-0260 or log on to miele. 
The complete line of Miele built-in appliances 
can be experienced in our showrooms... anything else is a compromise

San Francisco, CA 
415-431-8682

Beverly Hills, CA 
310-855-9470

Dallas, TX 
214-752-9000

Boca Raton. F L 
561 -995-8030

Northbrook, IL 
847-714-9433

Wellesley, MA 
701-431-2225

Princeton, NJ 
609-419-9890



QUALITY 
STYLE 
HERITAGE 
CRAFTSMANSHIP 
VALUE 
HISTORY 
LUXURY 
DESIGN
ONLY AT THE HOME DEPd 
THOMASVILLE 
NOW AVAILABLE 
IN CABINETS

ff

One store. Four collections for your kitchen or bath. 
Hww.thomasvillecabinetryLcom

Thomtst^
CABINETRY TM
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cJorviestic oliss
e can’t stop thinking aoout « • •

The basic blue rectangle is boring. Black bottoms are tiresome. 
When it comes to pools, we're ready for fun. With the newest sculpted rocks, 

slides, waterfalls, and caves, you can build your own backyard Atlantis.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY OAVID JENSEN • PRODUCED BY STEPHEN ORRWRITTEN BY LYGEIA GRACE ■
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Making a splash: Why now?
After we rode the rapids at a hotel pool in Hawaii, an idea bubbled up: 
bring the power pool home. Tastefulness and infinity edges have their 
place, but we’re thirsting for something over-the-top. Forget about 
kids—grown-ups won’t be able to stay out of the water. Take the plunge!





|Vlaking a splash: Tell me more
Turn your backyard into a blue lagoon

s
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AWATERWORKS Once a run-of-the-mill feature 
of family resorts, swimming pools are now being 
billed as the main attraction at luxury hotels 
from Arizona to Wisconsin. At the Grand Wailea 
Resort Hotel & Spa in Maui, above, a -water 
elevator lifts guests five stones up to an artificial 
river. It flows into waterfalls, white-water rapids, 
slides—including one with hairpin turns—and 
nine pools. That’s what we call total immersion.

a
ig
S
g3
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4wet and wild Not all power pools are the 
provenance of the 10-and-under set. The grotto 
at the Playboy mansion in L.A. is arguably 
the world’s most famous grown-up water park. 
Since its completion in 1975. generations 
of Hollywood Stars, from Jack Nicholson to 
Leonardo DiCaprio, have cavorted in climate- 
controlled splendor in the three Jacuzzis and 
the two waterfalls that sheathe the doorway. 
"Half of my clients are adults with no children, 
and coves and grottoes are the most popular 
request." says Ken Macaire, pr^ident of 
Environmental Aesthetics. “People don't want 
just the beauty and aesthetics of a pool. They 
want the fun of all of the bells and whistles."

C/:

C/5

o
J

▲surfacing Long Island. NY, pool 
builder John Tortorella specializes in 
"projects that make people say 'Wow!' ” 
He has plans for a Roman Empire pool 
{stone columns, working aqueduct) and 
an Egyptian fantasy (pyramid-shaped 
cabanas). By comparison, the $500,000 
pool he built for a Hamptons couple.

I above, wrth granite trim, ponds, spa, 
iJ and four waterfalls, is positively subtle. fA;

<4AQUA-TECH-TURE “People want 
the best and most dramatic elements 
of nature re-created right outside their 
back door," says Ken Macaire of the 
concrete-and-fiberglass fantasies he 
designed for Ozzy Osbourne, Johnny 
Mathis, and Henry Mancini. For a 
California CPA, he installed an impres
sive 60-foot wall of falling water, left.
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Avoilable at 
LANCEL 

stores

848 Madison 
Avenue 

New York

] 35 Prince 
Street 

New York 
Opening soon

Royal
Hawaiian
Shopping

Center
2301

Kalokauo

Avenue
Honolulu

Also 
avoilable at 

Nordstrom 
selected 

stores 
and other 

fine retailers 
Please call 

866-4LANCEL

IN FRANCE SINCE 1 8 76. NOW IN AMERICA.



YOUNEEDA problem-solving coffee table by jenny Gavacs
►tea time
ThisTw de Negre crackled Ucqucr^table by Rose 
'larlow can break up the geometric moaomny of a living 

. At 38 by 28 by 24 in., it will fit a cozy niche,
and is just the right hei^t for coffee w tea. The Burnished 
Gold coffee pot, $350, demitassc set, $125. creamer. S165, 
and mustard jar, Si8$, are from Taka.shimaya.

'/j'j.

room

C/2
C4

▲ethnic flavors
Spice up a formal room with the
touch of Eastern mysti<iue imparted02
by this teak Bed for Lying Buddha,
S4400, from Sarajo, NYC. At

£ 78.5 by 30 by 17 in., it could fill a
formal spot or serve as the center-O
piece of an elongated room.

group living
Donghia’s Madrid cables
offer limitless opportunities:
bunch them together for
eclecticism, emphasize the
different scales {they’re 17,
19, and 22 in. high), orwheel
them an\Tnd»ere.

▲room to grow
The Art Deco-style Madison Avenue table, S5.985. from Ralph 
Lauren Home adds instant elegance to any room. Two leaves fold 
out of the 42 by 32 by 17.5 in. frame and are great for extra cocktail 
qiace. The shaker, Si,zoo, and tray, £25, are from Takashimaya; 
the martini glass, S8.95, is from Crate & Barrel.
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The maplt' Profile table. S6w. trom Crate* Barrel, .it
b\- 20 by ry in., is rhe uitimate tor cfampcd spaces. You
can have your COttce table h<x)ks and room for coftec tot>'
The ash veneer and simple lines let the piece blend with
almost any deior. The bix.ks are trom the MoMA Bookstore.

*4for dinner, too
At 54.5 in. in diameter, the ^ossy mahoganv
Sloan table, $6,000, part of the Thomas O’Brien
Collection by Hickory Chair at Aero Ltd., NYC,
may look like a dining table, but it’s the perfect
height (18 in.) for a coffee t^le. Still, if you’re giving
a Japancsc-style dinner, eight people on pillows
will fit comfortably around it. The Rupert Spira
ceramic plates, $105 to $225, are fiom Furniture Co.

Tsimple warmth
If your heart is set on a
mideenrury-modem look, this
37-5 by 37.5 by 15.75 in. Wenge
cable, $4,032, from Scudium
V by Hugues Chevalier, should
do the trick. Sculptural lines 

^^^""maSe^tTperJect^eompaium^
to Scandinavian deaL^ Bnta
Flanrlf r's Wind Bowl. $135. from
MosaeNYC. ms atop it.

Aroll em
GaeAulenti’s i98olavolo
cofiec table, $900, from the Terence Conran Shop, NYC,
is a must for intensely modern living rooms. The 39-in.-squarc 
glass top emphasizes openness. Thou^ rhe 10-in. hei^t demands 
low furniture, it’a also a space enhancer. And if you decide to 
reconfigure the area, wheels will make moving d^ easy. Francesca 
AmfitheatroPs lacquer bowk $110, for Alessi, is from Moss.
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(Joihestic Miss
□

FHD
Turn a flea market wreck into a Cinderella story by Judyth vanAmringe

before
show some le^ when IThis slipper chair is a work of art, I paid $75 

(plus tax} for it at an auction in Rhode took this
beauty to be reupholstered. I opted not to

Island, where I was in a bidding war with do a skirt. Letting the legs show makes the
a local dealer who also found it beau- _ whole thing lighter and more modern, and the
tiful, even though it looked like little wheels are just adorable. A chair like this is
an old lady in her cups. The meant for a boudoir, so you don't
depth of the back and the A have to use heavy fabric.
seat are about equal, , 
and it is very low to the ‘ -

I chose Theresa, a
Christopher Hyland

floor, which is wny it's silk, for ite irides-A.iso comfortable, espe-
cence and its

daily for short people embroidery, which
I liked its dilapfdated adds dimension.
state, but something A few rhinestones
had to be done. jazz it up.

li^lit cover
For summer, I went with a
tailored slipcover in Rose
Cumming’s glazed cotton Shell
Stripe. It looks somewhat
reshained. but it’s light airy,
and very pretty. The bottom
edge is trimmed w<th Velcro
so that if you want a skirt f
it can be easily arranged
and you can mix or
match patterns.

giltj Splendor
IsI like keeping my

options open, so I had another
slipcover made, of Nancy

3Corzine's silk plaid Maze
Here, I've attached the
matching skirt, a girly

touch. A little shimmer
is always good, espe-

Tf dally on a dreary day,
i

aand it keeps the accent
on sophistication.

i
o



VISOR
a necessary accessory.

The newest Visor is also the chicest. Clean. Thinner. And yet. still completely expandable with its unique Springboard 

slot. Which means you get all the versatility of Visor, without all the Visor. The Visor Edge. Slip one in your purse.

l^piiwerEd^



THEFIXHelp for your great outdoors by Jackle craven
C/5 When we bought our house. The ornamental wrought*iron fence and 

railings were gorgeous. Now, just two years later, they are crusted 
with rust. Is There anything we can do?
Even if your wrought iron looks like a wrecked ship, it can be res
cued. Sand or scrape away the rust and peeling paint. Next, apply 
the secret ingredient-, phosphoric acid, a.k.a. Naval Jelly Rust 

Dissolver, which will gobble up any remaining rust. Wash the wrought 
iron thoroughly with detergent or mineral spirits, and paint as soon as 
the surface is dry. Brush on a good metal primer or, if there are still 
signs of rust, a rust-fighting product such as Rust-Oleum Rust Reformer

(rustoleum.com). Wait at 
least four hours before 
adding another coat. Finish 
with an oil-based enamel, 
in two or three thin coats.

C4

A
Mosquitoes are sucking the life 
out of my garden parties. Are 
noisy bug zappers and smelly 

citronelia candles my only recourse?
Scientists are scratching their 
head trying to find ways to foil 
these little vampires. Research 

shows that bug zappers are ineffective. 
Natural remedies are pooh-poohed in 

scientific circles: 
you can’t stock 
your garden 
with enough 
insect-repelling 
plants, bug
eating bats, or 
purple martins 
to dispel hungry 
mosquitoes. For 
a quick fix, light 
a few candles: 
the flames may 
confuse mos-

O

The best part of our new vacation home will be the floor-to-ceiling 
windows. I know we’ll need some privacy, but I just hate the thought of 
adding curtains or blinds. Are there any other options?

Toss out the curtains with yesterday's newspaper. New technologies 
have created tinted and reflective specialty glasses that block the sun's 
rays and provide some protection from curious passersby. Better yet, 

exciting developments in "switchable glazings" let you adjust your windows 
from clear to opaque, or to any level in between. Ask your builder to reserve 
the new SPD "smart window" developed by Research Frontiers, Inc. 
(refr-spd.com), which should be available by the end of the year.

c:rn

I

quitoes enough to keep them from 
biting. Also, several pesticides provide 
short-term relief without overwhelming 
scents. In the long run, the best solu
tion is to make your yard inhospitable 
to mosquitoes. Mow and trim your 
lawn often, and irrigate 
grounds to prevent standing 
water, Dor^'t let water set in 
flower pots, birdbaths, pet 
dishes, or gutters for more 
than two days. Keep swim
ming pools and hot tubs 
chlorinated. If you have an 
ornamental pond, stock 
it with mosquito fish, 
which eat mosquito larvae.

A

T TTT TT

5

Any ideas for a simple open*alr shower for our beach house?
We'd like to wash off the sand before coming inside, but don't want 
to install a lot of complicated plumbing.
If all you really want to do is rinse off your feet, check into a 
portable shower. Yes, some do look like army camp rejects, and 
most supply only cold water. A surprising exception is the Solar 

Shower, available from pool supply stores such as Specialty Pool 
Products (poolproducts.com). Solar Shower is attractive, and simple to 
install: it unfolds like a penknife and hooks up to a garden hose. A storage ? 
chamber holds up to five gallons of water, which the sun can heat to 
as high as 130 degrees Fahrenheit.Taps let you adjust the temperature. | 
At summer’s end. you can tuck the shower away until next year. j

A
s
5
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Pardon me. Madam,

is your refrigerator

running?

On the same amount

of power as a

75-watt Light buLb?

Kenmore Elite* Curved Silhouette Series

assuming equivalent run times, that's no joke 

Energy Star qualified • Ultra Fresh"' temperature 

management + HurriCool”' systems • in-door 

ice storage » lots of freezer space • see-through 

2.5 gallon ice bucket ►ice + water 

filtration »stainless, bisque, 

black + white‘don’t think of Looking anyplace 

but Sears or clicking anyplace but sears.com 

questions? 1.888.kenmore

THE GOOD LIFE AT A GREAT PRICE. GUARANTEED.



Bring light and elegance into your rooms with 
high-gloss paint. Brush up with seven experts
For sheer magic, r>ott)ing beats high-gloss paint: by Lygeia Grace
if makes ceilings look hi^er. columns seem

rounder, rooms feel warmer. “High-gloss paint High-gloss paint is
picks up reflections.“ color expert Donald good on doors,” says

Kaufman says. “It comes alive in the light." New York interior
It also shows up imperfections on a designer Greg Jordan,

surface, so careful preparation. who has been known to
You don't have to prep 
every surface before 
applying high-gloss paint.
"It looks good on things with 
texture," says Miami architect 
Alison Spear."l just sprayed 
a set of old wicker furniture red. 
Another of her glossy fewrites: 
a coffee table in Benjamin 
Moore's luscious No. 2074-3G 
for an all-white room.

though costly, is a must. Shine on! coat all the doors in aC/:
long hallway a single05
deep shade like Pratt &
Lambert's Obsidian "It
transforms a passage-

L way," he says. "The play
of light is the most

-U
05

a
o

"In the eighteenth century, 
people loved shiny surfaces 
because they reflected light," 
says Thomas Jayne, a New York 
decorator known for his fr^h 
interpretations of period interitxs. 
A turquoise blue room, he says, 
is one of his favorite looks of 
the moment. Make a splash A 
with a coat of Ralph mL 
Lauren's Lap Pool Blue

Like the incomparable Billy Baldwin.
Palm Beach decorator Leta Austin
Foster favors the classic combina-

« tion of Hershey-bar brown walls
The paint's srr 
provides a wo 
contrast to m^e fabric 

walls, says Ne w 
York interior d 
Robinson. Sh^favors 

creams and 
Donald Kauf 
on built-in si 
"It gives tiaft piece a kind 
of sculpjoral feel."

)th surface with white woodwork. "Dark
colors in high gloss make A

walls recede," she says. Try
the chocolaty No. 2107-10

Eve from Benjamin Moore.

like
d|DKC-12

I
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Rose Tarlow-Melrose House

having it all ...

Mattaliano

Dennis & Leen
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itWASHINGTON DC



How to keep bamboo’s beauty in check
Bamboo has a bad reputation. Many experienced gardeners would rather admire 
its mystical allure in Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon than risk planting it in 
their own backyard. The reason is that some bamboos—especially the hardy 
running types—spread aggressively when they are happily situated. Before you 
write off these rewarding evergreen grasses, try growing the noninvasive 
clumping types or using containers and root barriers to control their spread.
The best growing tip is to educate yourself. A knowledgeable bamboo nursery 
(the selection below is from Bamboo Sourcery, Sebastopol. CA; 
bamboosourcery.com) should be your first place to start 
learning the wayward ways of this diverse family.

9

by Stephen Orr
Q

GROWING TIPS
Bamboo can be divided into roughly two 
groups; the more tropical clumping 
species, and the temperate running types. 
Unfortunately, the hardier running types 
are the ones that spread most aggressively, 
causing a lot of trouble in the suburban 
garden. An effective solution is to plant a 
root barrier. The American Bamboo 
Socie^ (halcyon.com/abs/} suggests one 
that is 40 millimeters thick and 30 inches 
deep, of high-density polyethylene. You’ll 
still have to keep an eye out for errant 
shoots that jump the barrier and try to root. 
Many species are also well suited for con
tainer gardening, which is even safer. The 
most important requirements for a happy 
bamboo grove, wherever the plants are 
placed, are regular watering, fertilization, 
and protection from drying winds.

BAMBOO GALLERY
1 Chusquea'Nigricans’; a dumper 
hardy to 0“F.; up to 10 ft. tall.
2 Semiarundinaria yashadake 
'Kimmei': a runner hardy to -5°^; 
good in containers. 3 Phyllostachys 
viridis 'Robert Young’-, a runner hardy 
to -5®F.; vigorous in warm climates.
4 Drepanostachyum falcatum ‘Blue’: a 
dumper hardy to 15°F.; powder blue 
canes to 20 ft. 5 Pseudosasa ;apon(ca 
’Tsutsumiana': a runner hardy to OT.; 
to 15 ft. 6 Phyllostachys nigra 'Bory' 
(leopard bamboo): a runner hardy 
to -5“F.; to 50ft.: iderant of heat, 
cold, and drought. 7 Phyllostachys 
bambusoides 'Madake' (giant bam
boo); a runner hardy to 0®F.; to 72 ft.
8 Phyllostachys aurea 'Koi': a runner 
hardy to 0“F,; to 30 ft,; aggressive 
spreader, perfect for containers.
9 Phyllostachys nigra (black bamboo): 
a runner hardy to lyF.; to 30 ft.
10 Drepanostachyum hookerianum 
‘Red’: a dumper hardy to 20"F.; to 
30 ft.; striped, multicolored canes.
If Phyllostachys bissetii: a runner 
hardy to -IST; to 23 ft.; vigorous. 
(Heights vary according to climate.)
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Access the world’s largest resource for

premium home design products. Find

inspiration, ideas, expert advice and brands

like Grohe, Gaggeriau and McGuire.

Search the designer directory, save products

in your porfolio and find out where to buy.

Register in a split second.

You have vision, style and about

ten minutes
to pick a faucet before your husband does.

honneportfolid.com
WHERE DREAMS BECOME HOMES"'

800-840-01 i8

today at www.homcpoitfolMXCom and get Demc:n Tk£Ni» 2001. plui product proiuoiioM. cjtduavc preview* and other unique tnemher benefit*.
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Rule number one 
for entertaining en 
/7/e//; a/r have fun
by Florence de Dampierre

it 4

i\rWhen the weather is temperate, 
so are tempers. That’s why I 
adore summer entertaining— 
especially surl'herbe. Since 
guests are ready to kick off their 
shoes and wiggle their toes in 
the grass—newly mown to 
discourage pests—you can go 
all out for fun. Try plates and 
glasses in bright colors that com
plement (or improve on) nature. 
Invite a flight of butterflies to 
dine. Set a summer-loving mood.

15
i>rj|
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Dress up a Crate & Barrel 
place mat. $2.95, 800- 
996-9960, wrth Maryse 
Boxer plates, $42 and 
$58, Barneys New York. 
SSS-Sbahnevs.
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When these tricky 
speakers are on the 
ground, there's music 
in the air. River Rock, 
$500, front, and Mesa 
Rock, $400, OWI Inc. 
800-638-lowi.
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Keep romance light under a 
mosquito not, $45, at Pier 
1 Imports. 800-245-4595, 
trimmed with faux butter
flies and grosgrain ribbon, 
$4.83 a yard, from Mokuba 
New York, 212-869-8900.

%

O

c
£
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£
o

aFor practical chic, use a 
tin plate, $7.50, from the 
Metropolitan Museum of 
Art store. 800-662-3397, 
with a bamboo-handled 
spoon, $155 per place setting, 
Takashimaya, 800-753-2038.

S►
f o

iBroaden your horizons: hang a mirror adorned 
with greenery, from Mecox Gardens, Southampton, 
NY, 631-287-5015; pair Alessi's plastic Alibaba 
jug, $83, at Barneys New York, with an Hermes 
champagne bucket, $1,100. 800-441-4488.

r.

¥¥ Ito
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Genova ComlcHl Core
pillow shown

Beautiful Inside and Out

Simply put, Pacific Coast pillows are
fluffier than ordinaiy pillows.

That's becauseof art Made with the same
select thecraftsmanship and devotion to we

largest puffs of down and thenquality since our founding in 1884,
cletin them in our Hyperclean®pride ourselves on the fluffiest,we

process, eliminating dust, dirt and allergens 

that can make a pillow go flat. So you get 
more clean, fluf^ down per pound, plus 

100% allergy-free warranty.

most resilient pillows around. We call it 
Flufl^ for Life, and it's our promise that 

our pillows will stay fluffy longer than 

any others. It's no wonder more 

people choose Pacific Coast 
pillows than any other brand.

example, our patented "Comfort Core" 

pillow-in-piilow design 
^ gently cradles your head 

while supporting your 
neck and spine. It’s filled 

with only the best down, and like all 
our pillows, is made to withstand 

machine washing and drying.

our

Discover The Art of Sleep 

We re so sure you’ll love our pillows, 
we’d like you to try one for 30 nights. 

Ifyou Ve not completely comfortable, 
well give you a full refund. Guaranteed.

Comfort Core

Where Science Meets Art 

A]] those years perfecting pillows means 

Pacific Coast has one just for you. For

for a full selection ofVisit
Pacific Coast® down comforters, pillows and feather beds.

Call 1 -800-800-3696 or visit us at www.pacificcoast.com for a free brochure or to find a store near you.

*Onlv Pacific Coaai down is I Jvpcn'Ican®. 11'not allpi'jrv frc-p. roiurn lo the jlwrp wiiliin .'^0 dux-* fui-a rel'mid.



domestic Miss I
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Tented rooms bring high drama to your home
by Carolina Irving

tented room is romantic by 
its very nature. What other 
decorating conceit evokes 
trave! and adventure so ele

gantly or gives a room a lift so easily? (It has been said that A striped 
Perc<er et Fontaine, Napoleon's decorators, used lots of fabric haMway designed 
on walls because of the emperor’s notorious impatience; he Madeleine 
liked to get things done quickly.) My idea of heaven is a tented Cas»a'r<g the 
retreat like the Count de Mornay’s chambers as painted by ’5°* ^ him as 
Delacroix. Masculine and trim, the room is filled with pelts, 
swords, and armor—the trophies of a gentleman who has obvi
ously seen and conquered the world. Or give me a chic little 
hallway like the one that legendary French decorator Madeleine 
Castaing did for a Paris apart
ment. Now, close to 50 years 
later, her crisp reinterpretetion 
of the campaign style still feels 
fresh. On the other end of the 
spectrum are Oriental confec
tions like Renzo Mongiardino's 
magnificent double-height salon.
Inspired by a Turkish tent design, 
he lined a room with a gorgeous 
Indian fabric and filled it with 
plump low sofas fit for a sultan.
That’s my idea of perfect pitch.

a
a campaign tent.

For your next 
garden party, 
consider renting 
or buying a 
magnificent tent, 
above, from 
rajtentciub.com. 
Mongiardino's 
majestic salon, 
left, ca. 1970.

SM.
An 1833 room painted a
by Delacroix, above,
borrows from the
military campaign look
popularized by Percier
et Fontaine, top,
Raoul Guiraud plays
on Empire style’s roots
with a Greek key

Eborder ca. I960, tight.
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The more you wotch, the more you see.

Sometimes inspiration comes from the most unexpected places. Like television, 

hgffv.com

HOME & GARDEN TELEVISION 

imogine what you con do*





Prudential. All the 
finest solutions for your home.

Ready to add a room 
or make other home 
improvements? You 
can find affordable, 
flexible funds with 
a Prudential home

Looking for ways to keep your 
mortgage secure? Life insurance 

can help your family pay the bills if 
something should happen to you.

equity line of
credit or loan *

Searching for your dream home? Prudential
has a network of 42,000 real estate professionals

nationwide. Last year alone Prudential Real
Estate Professionals helped buy and sell over

a half-million homes, They can help you.

Now get 
qaick answers 
anytime at 
Prudential.comI

Find out how 
much coverage 
you'll need to 
protect your 
family and 
your assets.

Get a quick, online 
life and auto 
insurance quote*

And apply for a 
home equity loan*

Review your
Prudential
insurance
policies and
investment
accounts.

Have the home that you've always 
imagined—and keep it protected.
For a Prudential professional near 
you, call the number below. And be 
sure to ask for your free brochure 
describing Prudentiafs ^-ast array 
of financial services.

Your ideal home. If you can picture 
it, Prudential can help make it 
happen—with a wide range of 
financial solutions designed for 
your needs.

From real estate services to 
insurance and home equity products 
—everything to make your home 
eryoyable and to protect your property 
and family as your life changes.

Prudential brings it together so you 
have one place to turn for all your 
most important financial needs.

Call 1-800-THE-R0CK
ext 5174
www.prudential.com

& Prudential
® 2000 The Prudential Insurance Company of America. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Like most insurance policies, Prudential's policies contain exclusions, limitations, reductions in 
benefits and terms for keeping them in forr^. Your Prudentia! r^sentative can provide you vwtfi costs and conplete details. S«3jrities products and services are offered throu^ 
Pruco Securities Corporation, Home and auto coverage written by Prudwitial Property and Casualty Ins. Co. Prudential General ins. Co. or FYudertial Commercial Ins. Co., and in 
NJ by The Prudential Property and Casualty Ins. Co, of NJ. The Prudential General Ins. Co. of N J or The Prudential Commercial Ins. Co. of NJ. 23 Main Street, Holmdel, N J 07733, 
In Texas, ntay be written by Consolidated Lloyds or Consumers County Mutual Ins. Co., which are not Prudential companies. Coverage available in most states. Home equity 
loans and lines of credit are offered through The Prudential Savings Bank, F.S.B. (member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender), ‘Not available in all states. Prudential Real Estate 
brokerage services are offered by the indeperxlently owned and operated franchisees of The Prudential Real Estate Affiliates, Inc. Equal Housing OKwrtunity. All Prudential 
companies merrtionad aboire are subsidiaries of The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark. NJ 07102.



How to tame a wild salmon by Lora Zarubin
From strawberries to pheasant, food from the wild always 
tastes better, and salmon is no different. In this country, wild 
salmon*-caught in river or ocean—comes from the West 
Coast. Now is the time to try some, when my favorites like 
Sockeye and King salmon are in season. These Pacific 
breeds have a wider range of flavor than their bland Atlantic 
cousins, which are almost all farm-raised. What a catch.

■fOi*V

Give me a ertsp green salad, a hunk of sour
dough bread, and a piece of sweet, flaky Wine 
Maple Cold Smoked Chinook Salmon ($32 
per lb.) from Josephson’s Smokehouse (800- 
772-3474; josephsons,(»m) and I'm in heaven.

I love cooking salmon at home, but hate the 
fishy smell. Chinook Planks ($39.95; 800*765- 
4406) are a genius solution. I fust season a filet 
with dill and lemon on a traditional board and 
put It m the oven. I get a moist, flavorful meal, 
and my house is perfumed with sweet cedar.

•5
iV^’

The hearty taste and full body of cold smoked 
Chinook salmon ($19 per lb.} from Newman's 
Fish Company (in OR, 503-386-5950) is 
perfectly complemented by a nice slice of 
dense rye and creamy sweet butter.

i

\

Before grilling, 1 partially 
cure my salmon with 
Charlie Trotter’s magical 
CHrus'Cured Salmon Cure 
($55, plus shipping: in 
Chicago, 773-868-6510).

SIMPLY
SALMON

Kk

Wild Pacific salmon flavors vary, depending on where and when the fish were caught. 
From Seattle's University Seafood & Poultry Co. (206-632-3900) come, from top, 
an elegant steelhead ($8 per lb.), a subtle Alaskan white king ($13 per lb.), and a 
robust red king ($13 per lb.). For effortless grilling, I cook my fish on an Oregon 
cedar plank ($18 for three) from Outdoor Gourmet Company (877-297-8729).

James Peterson's Simply 
Salmon cookbook (Stewart, 
Tabori & Chang. $19.95) 
will see you througi Ihe 
summer, swimmingly.

kiv. o
i
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Put Corian* solid surfaces in your kitchen and guests may never want to leave. Given its incredible warmth 

and inviting beauty, you can hardly blame them. For inspiration, visit us at corian.com or call 800-4COR1AN.
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A horoscope to help you decorate with the stars on your side
by Shelley von Strunckel

CD cancer June 21-July 21
You so dislike living in an 
uptight atmosphere that you 
have become skilled at accom
modating others' moods. Earlv 
June’s tensions are puzzlingly 
complex. Leave decisions— 
even important ones like 
choosing color schemes or 
himiture—to others. This way, 
you won't be blamed for their 
capricious choices. Of far 
greater significance is the per
sonal evolution triggered by 
the Cancer solar eclipse on 
the 2ist. Suddenly your tastes 
change- Where you once longed 
for tradition, contemporary 
elegance now excites you.

leo July 22-August22 
loathing compromise, you bc- 

gin June by battling unfair 
and rime-consuming 

situations involving sensitive 
egos and matters of taste, Let 
go. This frees you to explore 
amazing developments that 
begin around the 14th, when 
your ruler the Sun meets boun
tiful Jupiter, then aspects inno
vative Uranus. You suddenly 
sec your home, from bedroom 
to kitchen, in a new light and 

^ begin making changes. What-

Iever anxieties these dramatic 
gestures trigger, you feel more 
alive than you have for ages.

Virgo August 23-September 21
You consider decisions care-

I fully. Once you commit, you 
rarely make changes. But with 
your ruler Mercury retro
grade from the 4th to the 
28th, circumstances and vour 

. u.sually clear mind are unset
tled. Explore new ideas by 
venturing beyond your regu
lar haunts, visiting shops and 
museums, and taking short 
trips. By midmonth, what 
you have seen revolution
izes your tastes. Gone are the 
blue and white you fancied, 
replaced by serene beiges and, 
for you, uncharacteristically 
trendy art, A new chapter of 
your life has begun. ^

geminiV May 20-June 20 

You thrive on new ideas, and those 
tri^cced by the Gemini New Moon 
in late May so thrill you that you begin 
June in a buoyant mood. Sweeping change 
is on your mind. You might turn the garden 
into a Zen paradise, for example. True, 
with your ruler Mercury retrograde from 
the 4th to the 28th, you have doubts that^^^^^^ 
slow everything down, but this spurs you to 
investigate more deeply. What plants would be 
appropriate to an eastern garden yet hardy enough to 
.survive on your turi? Around rhe 14th, when the Sun 
meets bountiful Jupiter in Gemini, .sheer luck strikes.
You’re expi>scd to cutting-edge ideas and the kind of people 
you’ve been longing to meet. They might be experts or tho.se with 
connections. Now, just as lifo makes sweeping change at home possi
ble. vou are inspired. What’s old and outmoded must go. to be replaced 
by the colors, textures, and styles that .suit the new you. Some question this 
But by the 2fth you've ordered furniture; your new future is taking shape.

C4
C4

-4J

C
o

'w

all about gemini
Color your world:!blue, violet, slate, and
soft brown, or in patterns such as spots, 
plaids, and checksl^ 
of the valley, hazel^Q 
IlnesI

ferns. Illy 
^ sleek 

^ nuts, cucumbers, anything

.r^ porrat 
cluttei

■ and witty environment!
I Frank Lloyd Wright. Charles Eames.

icntlmental
^^^an ever changing

Gemini peopli
u

.,1

I

e s
I Bang A Olufsen's BeoSound 

stereo suits technology-loving 
Geminis. 2 Like those bom under the sign of the 
heavenly twins, this Black Rhythm mobile by 
Christian Flonsted is in constant motion. 3 Gemini 
Charles Eames designed this room with his wife 
and partner. Ray. 4 The navy fluorite in this Kazuko 
pendant is blue-green, a trademark shade for this 
sign. 5 Convivial Geminis can chat with frierKis on 
Vladimir Kagan's Serpentine sofa. 6 A bento box 
for on-the-go Geminis. Sources, see back of book.

S
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9 mg 'lar.' 0.7 mg nicotine av. pet cigarette by FTC method.

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: CigaretteThe amount of 'tar' and nicotine you inhale will
vary depending on how you smoke the cigarette. Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide.

For more information about PM USA and Its products,
visit www.philipmorrisusa.com or call 1-877-PMUSAWEB.



libra September 22-October 22
Htjwcvcr much you hate leaving issues unresolved, you must bide your 
time. Fearlessly disagree in discussions with others about such mat
ters as colors, rugs, and lighting. By mid-June, with its dramatic plan
etary activity, circumstances shift. You'll be involved in a major move, 
or stay put but start again. Decide nothing until after the eclip.se 
the 2ist, when both your priorities and your lifestyle will be altered.

Scorpio October 23-November 21
Canny Scorpios usually have something in reserve, so you’ll deftly han
dle various crises in early June. Some of these involve minor personal 
issues, such as keeping your desk as your private domain. Others — 
redesigning your bedroom, perhap.s—are more involved. Coming up 
with the money is easier than getting others to agree. Back off until 
mid-June. After that, you’ll get the cooperation you need.

on

Sagittarius November 22-December 20
You’re no pushover. Still, you try to find imaginative ways to over
come differences with others. Power struggles around the Sagittar
ius Full Moon on the 6th arc puzzling. Don’t act just for the sake of 
action; bigger changes are in order. Maybe you’ll redo the garden, or 
move. Suddenly you’ve got your calculator out. You're looking at prop
erty prices and figuring how much you’ll have left for new furniture.

capricorn December 2f-January 19
You don’t court change, but you embrace it when necessary Though 
developments m early June arc disruptive, you are happy to reorganize 
your life. You soon find yourself considering dramatic ideas such as 
combining your kitchen and dining room into one welcoming 
Even the most reluctant housemates are persuaded to embrace your 
plans. By the Capricorn lunar eclipse on July 5, changes have begun.

aquarius January 20-february 17
No one is more tolerant than you of the idiosyncrasies of others, so 
you’re surprised by earlyjunc's power struggles. True, you have to live 
with costly mistakes, like a bathroom renovation gone wrong. Delay 
decisions until the 19th, when Jupiter’s stunning aspect to your ruler 
Uranus brings thrilling offers. With a new lifestyle taking shape (or 
.someone new in the bedroom), previous quibbles seem unimportant.

pisces February 18-March 19
Once others questioned your goals. Flow foolish their doubts were, 
By the Full Moon on June 6, you are happily fitting change into your 
life, It’s when you begin setting things up, especially in the bedroom, 
that obstacles to harmony appear. (Confrontations result, forcingyou 
to talk over color choices frankly. By Saturn’s aspect to your ruler Nep
tune on the 2?th, your position is better than you imagined possible.

aries March 20-April 19
Ferociously independent, you’re displeased when anyone tries to make 
up your mind for you. But by mid-June, you realize that expert advice 
would be advisable. Thus begins your search for the best garden 
designer or decorator. Initial encounters are uninspiring. Your plans 
change frequently, as do your needs—.so much so that by the solar 
eclipse on the 21st, your style has gone from period to modem.

taurus April 20-May 19
However inten.se your affection for beautiful things, early June's finan
cial dramas have vou cutting back. You’re disappointed you can’t order 
those gorgeous curtains, but you gradually explore options you’d never 
have considered, like bamboo blinds or Indian gauze. Axound the 
solar eclipse on the 21st. you’re seeing vour life with fresh eyes. From 
now on, it’s not whether changes arc wise, but how far youll go.

area.
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locations l.Xodi932.4361TOoni
942 Third Avenue,* S«c\vYork NY 10022

www.scalamandre.coni



From left: Babyboop
tray, $60, by Ron Arad for
Alessi, at Moss, NYC.
Zippie tumbler, $48, by

Magic Sands, at Henri
Bendel Home Collection.
Elements carafe.
$53, and tumbler, $25.

by Karim Rashid for
Leonartk), at Totem Design.
Palio iced-tea spoon,
$50, by Carl Mertens for
Couzon. Lulu glass,
$44 for a set of four, by
Angela Adams. At rear:
Equallbria carafe.
$100, Calvin Klein Home.

r

Make your midday meal sing with these snappy and sophisticated patterns, colors 
and shapes. We’ve got great ideas for setting a beautiful summer table, from 
drinks to dessert. Just pick your favorite course and let your imagination run wild.

1
IS

PRODUCED BY MICHELLE ROTMAN ■ PHOTOGRAPHED BY SANG AN 

STYLED BY PHILIPPA BRATHWAITE ■ FOOD STYLED BY MEGAN FAWN SCHLOW
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dockwtoe fr< ho ladle by Carl Mertens for Couzon, $185. Large rim soup plate, $83, 
Placifiebowl. $K. small Cavanna tray, $66, and fish platter, $127, from Bernardaud's Linea collection
by Jto Yun. Broad and butter plate, $45, dinner plate, $55, and soup bowl, $80, from Philippe 
Oeshoulieres's Toscane collection. Trend Asia Kiko porcelain spoon, $17, and bowl, $22. from Rosenthal.
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Clockwise from top left: Joop condiment caddy, $368, DKNY. NYC. Ceramic Ciotoia Trapezio 
plarter. about $260. Kooo, Mlwt. Acrylic and silver-plated salad servers, $100, Calvin Klein Home. 
Stoneware salad platter, $20, Undt-Stymeist, Montclair, NJ. Belle/Bon spoon, $171 (with egg cup), 
Kwistiuitin Grcic for Nymphonburg. Moss. Bulgari’s Eccentrica sterling-silver fork. $695 for a 
set of six; small crystal Balance bowl, $89, by Michael Boehm: both available at Rosenthal. Bone
china Deuce pepper shaker, $20 for set, Karim Rashid for Umbra.
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For years, your grandmother has prepared the perfea Osso

Bucco. Tonight, it’s your turn. And you have the advantage of 

a Dacor oven. Our patented Butterfly Bake Element* cooks 

traditional recipes with exceptional results. In fact, from now 

on, everyone gathered at your table may start thinking of it as 

your special Osso Bucco recipe.

Dacor. Make it part of your family tradition.

The life of the kitchen
Through your kitekm designfr or orchiua.

For this recipHi, or for more information visit our web site: www.dacor.com. For a dealer, call 1(800)772-7778
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Ctockwise from top right: Dots teapot, about $$6. Sophie Villepigue. Paris. Heart of Rose napkin ring. 
$12. A la Maison. NYC. Cenimic dish, about $55. with red insert, about $55, Kose. Small square tray, 
$58.50, and Tulip teacup, $104. Marie Daafe, A la htaison. Pink spoon. $10, ABC Carpet & Home, NYC. 
Cristal Saint-Louis Bubble* footed bowts, $i00 and $130. Marie DaSge teapot. $209. A la Maison. 
Chateau X beaded place mat. $80. Bergdorf Goodman. Ceramic dish, about $55. with green bowts, about 
$34 each, by Kose. Murano glass spoon, $10. ABC Carpet & Home. Galets teacups and saucers, about 
$2B per set, Sophie Villepigue. Oirectoire coffee cup. $86. by Marie Oaage, A la Maison.
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upholstered furniture like you've never seen before.

NGAMER
COLLECTION

Neu‘ York Jim Thompson/Zinimcr-Rohdc 

San Diego Kneedicr-Fauchcrc 

San Francisco Kneedler'l'auchere 

Washington Holly Hunt DC

Dania Kirk Brummel 

Houston George Cameron Nash 

Las Angeles Kneedlcr-Faucherc 

Minneapolis Holly Hunt, LTD.

Atlanta Jerry Pair & Associates

Chicago Holly Hunt, LTD.

Dallas George Cameron Na.sh 

Denver Knecdler-Fauchere
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Window to the GE Appliances
Stars

Urban Ease invites you to the 90 years after GE invented the first 
residential refrigerator, GE 

announces the revolutionary GE 
Profile"* Arctica"*. Imagine a 

refrigerator that can actually save 
consumers’ time. The Arctica chills 
wine in minutes, not hours, thaws 

meat in hours, not days, and makes 
ice up to 40% faster than a 

norma! cycle. Arcticas' exclusive 
refrigeration technology is the next 

generation in refrigeration.

Grand Opening of its Poirform Seattle
Join Bailey Banks & BiddleShowroom, featurir>g Polifonn furniture
and House & Garden at an 

exclusive reception 
celebrating our 

“Window to the Stars”

and Varenna kitchens. 
Evening reception with cocktails 

and hors d'oeuvres.

Thursday, June 7, 2001 
6;00-9:00pm 

2512 Second Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98121

featuring
Celebrity and Estate Jewelry 

Collections
206.443.9546

Hors d’Oeuvres

Friday. May 11, 2001
4:00 to 7:00pmPoliform GE Appliances

1 Bailey Banks & Biddle
110 Oak Brook Center Mall 

Oak Brook. ILToyota invites you to 
Drive it Home 

with Style
•Enter to win the featured 
Colored Gem piece from 
Baitey Banks & Biddle.1

1 When you purchase or lease 
a 2001 Toyota Highlander from 
April 29th to May 20th, 2001. 

you'll receive a $75 gift certificate 
to Restoration Hardware, to 

spruce up your home.*

For more information, 
please contact Scott Schatberger 

at 866.602.1190 (toll free).

*swuKTM£s muiSME u rauHn.
BMW »<pu ( B«ie<e M ■ <u ^ r.~a«. Otk Cwa. 4.
• au IM. cmhi* «««». M dfilnc mar niiMr to 
Nco« t Ma fc

hntiwk.rHttiMinork
Mill
NO NUKHASC NUESrUY Mia b* tH rarini a|ia oHtr and 
«UJI rridMilN)MnUr.lu>viitn«-m9BnMtHUlr<llhi«iMMr 

al HiiiMii Hank] t SiiliW kwl th«r luinki. iffiluM 

unnwiVM.iuKl\potn«]«eiwi*li|ii>ii SMeniikuanfeHn 
IN.root On**iinii»ninllb*u'«.lKlflngitlMrllil«yrS.rOOI 
Ft»nWi«l»« ptfJiacii: lrjfl

There s something about
Mohawk carpeting that begs to be' WAniPMllHl

. r .W. jv u. liaiMM Cr. 0# lAs jSlJI paeinr « 
*H('.j|'‘/**iiMt>K|iBdtai7<«fni7!l.7uai-NtM7i <t0? 
tf.vn.anvy iwrllia.‘3j|iH HadwwealMO' mioufi’ Hit 
ul»t ^VWDMl«yguAilWOti' 
,a,--'v.x<>‘jn*nA;n>7S.?0Ql«<vJH«r:D.21l01 D^te iN
I .fi-a' MSI iJrt* 01*11 M a*KM4 IM 4«e « Ow
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klirr IM wnoV-uiil MiM c< AgU M 1^)0% 70.7001 
wH Ml nuNU Hin gllii tint Mnttil ■MO-litntitallit 
*M uniu te MiiliU:l.a lu k' uklui 
mpvn .bw i« jif I'lmitM ml* nc«>lN iN Hn t*>»lil 
Riilra ■itfi' Manw.it- Gilt CrtllliMit mIxKI 1#
Htl liaa’fs '.nirt **t< CkMllIm

touched. Maybe it’s the superior
quality, Perhaps it's our craftsmanship.
One thing’s certain, bring home a
Mohawk carpet and you may never
want to put your shoes on again.

Call 1.800.2.Mohawk or visit
www.mohawkcarpet.com

® TOYOTA *BAIIfY HANKS BIDDLE
MOHAWKK l.l» It KV<»V^ SKI
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Designer Dreams

House & Garden is pleased

to invite all professionally

accredited designers to create

a pillow for “Designer Dreams,"

one of the magazine's premier

100th Anniversary events.
Colored Gems

9Join us for this special 

exhibition and silent auction 

of unique, one*of a-kind designer 

pillows. All proceeds from the 

silent auction, to be held at 

the New York School of Interior 

Design on June 14th, will 

benefit Hollywood for Habitat. 

House <S Garden's cause-related 

marketing partner.

Join Bailey Banks & Biddle 
and House & Garden at an 

exclusive reception celebrating 
the Color Issue, 
and featuring 

Colored Gems and 

Estate Jewelry Collections

House & Garden proudly presents 
its first-ever collaboration with 

DuPonr Corian" ;
The New Face of Corian'

For the program, House & Garden 
and DuPont' Conan*' invited 

internationally renowned designer 
Ross Lovegrove to create a design 
that showcases the versatility of 
DuPont " Corian* solid surfaces.

Hors d’Oeuvres

Thursday, May 3, 2001
4:00 to 7:00pm

Bailey Banks & Biddle 
415 Pine Street 

Seattle, WA
Pacific Coast* Feather

IS the company generously 

donating down and feather 

pillow inserts,

Visit booth #1319 at the iCFF 
to view this one-of-a-kind 

signature Lovegrove piece.Take the House & Garden 
Color Test to see what colored 

gem is best for you!

'Enter to win the featured 
Colored Gem piece from 
Bailey Banks & Biddle.

For more information, 
please contact Kimberly Tryba 
at 866.6B9.2107 (toll free).

Sunday, May 20; 10-11 am 
House & Garden style editor 

Brooke Stoddard hosts a 
conversation with designer 

Ross Lovegrove.

Completed pillows are due 
May 7. 2001.

For more information on event 
details and participation, 

please contact Kendall Carlson 
at 212.286.3179.

International Contemporary 
Furniture Fair

Saturday, May 19-Tuesday. May 22 
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center 

New York City
■W«BDftEieSWUrS!iWSttNirM>lkSrOU«WS

T For more information about ICFF, 
call 800.272.SH0W or 

914.421.3206 or 
visit vmvw.icff.com
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02001 Encompws Holdingt, LLC. Encompass Holdings, LLC is a subsidiary qTAIIsuk Insurance Gimpany, which is the exclusive administrator of the personal, auto and 
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A rare San Clemente goat
that lives on a Massachusetts
farm moves in for a close-up.

r-<1 ' - v'y,M 0

On fashionable farms and at stylish country compounds, there 
is everywhere a moo-moo, a quack-quack, and an oink-oink. Unique 
farm animals—the rarer the better—are the pets of the moment.

WRITTEN BY INGRID ABRAMOVITCH ■ PHOTOGRAPHED BY ROY ZIPSTEIN 

PRODUCED BY STEPHEN ORR
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Old'time livettock shown at
last year’s exhibit and sale
at Hancock Shaker Village
In the Berkshires included a
Wiltshire Horn sheep, left.
an ancient British breed.
BA Katahdin sheep, below,
a variety first bred In Maine,
strikes an agnes del pose.

ICTORIA AND RICHARD Mickcnzic- Vktorla and
Childs went all out when they built the Richard Mackenzie-

dream home on their bucolic estate in Childs, left, with two
Aurora, New York. They incorporated chickens outside

fluted columns and gables retrieved from old their Fowl Palace:
Gothic buildings into the sage green design, a Partridge Cochin,

and decorated the walls inside with oil paintings. left, and a Pearl
No one would mind being cooped up here—cer- Whlte Leghorn. For
tainJy not the chickens, ducks, geese, guinea hens. fun, Victoria dyed
doves, and peacocks that populate the place. The her hair to resemble
Mackenzie-Child.ses call it Fowl Palace, and it may a rooster's tail.
well be the world’s most extravagant henhouse.
Most chickens live in tiny boxes, but ours have

quite a life,” says Victoria, co-owner with her hus
band of the whimsically extravagant Madison
Avenue housewares boutique that carries their sur
name. “They eat from little baskets, fly, and sing.”

In the world of pampered pets, dogs are... well.
in the doghouse. For more and more of today’s ani
mal owners, the beasts of choice are such unusual
species as Sebastopol geese, San Clemente goats.
Jacob rams, and a menagerie of other picturesque
barnyard animals. These reside in stylish rural
compounds like Neil Young’s Broken Arrow ranch
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tject lessono
in California, where shaggy-haired Highland 
cattle graze, and on Susie Hilfiger’s ten-acre Con
necticut spread, where guinea hens strut free.

Livestock owner Nicholas Zoullas, who works 
on Wall Street and spends weekends on his 
Southfield, Massachusetts, farm, says that animals 
such as his two miniature horse.s make great pets:
“They come when you call, and compared to a dog, 
they are hugely less maintenance."

Others acquire farm animals to enhance their 
estate’s beauty, or to serve a practical purpose.
“Guinea hens are charming, and they eat ticks, a 
wonderful asset,” says Hilfiger, a children’s clothing 
and furniture creator. She also keeps goats, Shetland 
ponies, chickens, and sheep on the farm she used to 
share with her husband, fashion designer Tommy 
Hilfiger, from whom she is separated. Still others, like artist GinesSerran-Pagan, who 
raises African pygmy goats and Indian runner ducks in a seventeenth-century barn 
in the Hamptons, acquire the animals to teach their children about nature.

Whatever the motivation tor adopting exotic farm creatures, this form of barn
yard chic gets the nod from such animal advocates as the American Live.stock 
Breeds Conservancy and the New England Heritage Breeds Conservancy. These 
organizations are trying to save many old-fashioned poultry and livestock breeds 
that were once common on American farms, such as Golden Guernsey cows, 
whose naturally caramel-flavored milk is used to make Berkshire brand ice cream, 
or the Tennessee fainting goat, a silky-coated homed beast prone to falling down.

Susie Hilfiger and her daughter 
Elizabeth play with Nappy, 
one of their miniature Shetland 
ponies, inside the boxwood 
hedge maze at Denbigh Farm, 
their ten-acre estate in Con
necticut. “The children love to 
feed him apples.’ says Hilfiger 
of the pony, one of many 
b^nyard animals on the farm.

shutter-clickin’ good
Tamara Staples's portraits of prize show chickens are something to crow about

It's hard to be perfect, but 
even harder when you’re 
a pullet. On the show 
poultry circuit, up to 
12,000 chickens compete 
according to criteria laid 
out by the American 
Poultry Association in its 
book American Standard 
of Perfection. Chickens are 
judged on a 100-point 
scale, covering everything 
from the number of a 
cockerel's toes to the size 
of its earlobes. Brooklyn 
photographer Tamara 
Staples has spent the 
past four years on the 
chicken exhibition scene, 
where she shot glamorous 
portraits of Plymouth 
Rock cockerels and puff
ball white Silkies. Her 
pictures. Including those 
at (eft. are featured in The 
Fairest Fowl (Chronicle 
Books. $14.95).
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Former Broadway stage manager Tom Gardner, left.
gets a handle on a Jacob ram. a species in danger
of extinction. Gardner is a founder and president of
the New England Heritage Breeds Conservancy.

Last year, the conservancy's annual exhibit and
sale of rare farm animals featured a Highland cow,
below. The breed was dying out, but is recov
ering. thanks to work by groups like Gardner's
■ The show irrcluded Sebastopol geese, center.
which look like something out of a Hans Christian
Andersen tale A Kerry bull caif. bottom, was
also shown. The venerable Irish breed's numbers
have dwindled to just a few hundred worldwide.

“This is a worldwide important issue," says Phil Sponenberg, professor of veteri
nary medicine of the American Livestock Breeds Conservancy. “With a little
effort, people can make a significant contribution to certain breeds.”

RESERVING THESE BREEDS not onlv Salvages a chapter ofAmerican faiTn

history, but could also prove essential to keeping our food supply healthy 
Tod^s most widely raised livestock are the result of generations of cross-breeding 
. chat had one objective: to create the best producers of milk, for example, or 

eggs. The result was animals like the Holstein cow, a prolific maker of milk that 
now accounts for 91 piercenc of the nation’s dairy stock. But high-production animals 
aren’t as hardy as older, currently neglected breeds, says Tom Gardner, president of 
the New England Heritage Breeds Coaservanty. Factory farms keep animals healtliy 
with antibiotics, he says, creating livesti>ck that have weaker immune systems and 
are vulnerable to disease. When old breeds disappear, so do their sturdier genes. If 
an epidemic of a disease such as “mad cow” or foot-and-mouth ever struck here, he 
argues; “In theory without the older genetics, you couldn’t reestablish dairy herds.” 

Of course, raising farm animals is more than a matter of setting up a feed trough 
in your backyard. “There arc issues the novice needs to be educated about," says 
Sponenberg. “While a chicken is unlikely to kill you, with an unbroken thrce-ycar- 
old horse or a bull you might end up dead.”

Ail animals need caretaking. Poultry and sheep need to be protected from preda
tors. Cattle require grazing space and handling facilities, and manure miLSt be kept 
away from well water. Pigs in particular can be challengir^—a lesson Serran-Pagan 
learned when his adorable piglets matured into large sows that burrowed into the 
neighbors’ yard and ate their grass. Thi.s act of piggi.shncss resulted in a court
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Inject lessono
from the Village of Southampton charging that Serran-Pagan violated 

local code that bans keeping barnyard animals. The court battle continues 
though he sent the pigs packing after one bit the head off a chicken.

Pig attacks aside, poultry arc among the easiest barnyard animals to raise, as a 4II 
graduate like Victoria Mackenzie-Childs knows, She even keeps chickens in an 
aviary in her Manhattan store. “For New Yorkers, they arc exotic birds,” she says. 
And while a bull or a workhorse can sell for several thousand dollars, the rarest 
chickens cost no more than five dollars, says Craig Russell of the Society for the 
Preservation of Poultry Antiquities. An unusual Sultan chick from the Murray 
McMurray I larchcry mail-order catalog runs just S3.75.

(^nscrv’arinnists hope that amateur farmers, even 
if they start with low-maintenance chickens, will even
tually graduate to larger livestock that need help 
to survive. Among these are the Spanish mustang.
Navajo-Churro sheep, and several breeds of pig.
“There’s nothing prettier on this planet," Sponenberg 
says, “than a coppery red I lereford piglet."

He m^»ht want to have a word with Susie I Ulfiger, 
whose daughter Elizabeth, 7, requested a baby pig for 
her next birthday. “If she wants a pig, we'll get a pig,”

summons a
even

Former filmmaker Marian 
White, right, raises 
Navaio-Churro sheep 
in Royalton. VT.
■ Nicholas Zoullas 
cuddles his knee-high 
horse Luciano, below. 
“They are great pets,' 
he says of the miniature 
equines. “They come Finding the beast buys in unique 

rams, ewes, and other livestock
For more information on rare 
barnyard animals, you can contact 
the following organizations:

: The American Livestock Breeds 
Conservancy. Pittsboro, NC. is a 
nonprofit organization working to 
protect more than 100 breeds of 
cattie, goats, horses, asses, sheep, 
swine, and poultry from extinction. 
919-542-5704. www.albc-usa.org,
'• The Now England Heritage Breeds 
Conservancy organizes one of 
The top sales in the country of old- 
fashioned livestock. Its fourth 
annual exhibition and sale will be 
held September 22-23 at Hancock 
Shaker Village in the Berkshires.
The conservancy is also building a 
70-acrc farmstead outside the 
village, where farm animals in danger 
of becoming extinct will be bred and 
exhibited. Hancock Shaker Village. 
Routes 20 and 41. Pittsfield.
MA. New England Heritage Breeds 
Conservancy. Richmond, MA. 
413-698-2044. www.nehbc.org.

1 The Society for the Preservation 
of Poultry Antiquities, Calamus. lA. 
helps its members to maintain rare 
breeds of poultry, including bantams, 
ducks, geese, and turkeys. Contact 
Glenn Drowns at 319-246-2299.

I Murray McMurray Hatchery 
catalog, Webster City. lA. 800-456- 
3280. www.mcmurrayhatchery.com. 
iThe Feather Site is a comprehen
sive resource for information 
on poultry, vrww.feathersite.com.
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cncm. Dacx rrom tne racaae, tne structure 
is invisible from the street, and from inside 
the building there is no hint of its existence. 
To reach it you take the elevator to the top 
apartment level and go through an exit door 
to a set of stairs that ends before an unmarked 
door, the entrance to the two-story house. 
Many residents still don’t know the place exists.

his apartment 
towers

Wrapped in glass and bathed in light, the 
penthouse commands panoramic views of the 
city, although it remains a well-kept secret.

PHOTOGRAPHED BY PIETER ESTERSOHN ■ STYLED BY SAMANTHA BEER
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blueprint
Greenwald’s 13-ycar association with 

Mies had a profound impact on the sky
line of Chicago and the architecture of 
urban America. Greenwald was a devel
oper who was as interested in great 
architecture as in the social impact of 
his work. He developed the signature 
Mies buildings —taut glass skins 
wrapped around steel frames —that 
punctuate Lake Shore Drive. An early 
project, the apartments at 860 and 880 
Lake Shore Drive, begun in 1948, 
resulted in the first high-rise apart
ments constructed almost entirely of 
glass and steel. The fruitful collab
oration between architect and devel
oper ended abruptly in 1959, when 
Greenwald died in a plane crash.

Everything about the penthouse, 
which is surrounded on three sides 
by glass curtain walls and terracing.

The designers married period furnishings with those from other times and cultures

The walnut paneling, top. offers a warm complement
to the marble and glass. BThe decorators designed
this Miesian bench, above, for Mrs. Greenwald's former
telephone room. BBarcelona-style chairs, left, arc
combined with an African sculpture in the main room.
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Advertisement blueprint
ijhouseope contributes to a feeling of peaceful sus

pension. By raising the house onto a 
platform. Mies made the roof of the 
skyscraper on which it sits invisible 
from inside. There is also no visible clue 
as to how the penthouse is anchored. 
The marble floors of the interior extend 
uninterrupted through wails of glass 
to the terrace outside. The views from 
inside flow seamlessly from the ter
race’s edge to the lake and to down
town, which rises at a distance from a 
sylvan expanse of park. Remarkably, one 
of the most magnificent, panoramic 
views of the city is from a 
lookout that is virtually hid
den from sight.

Greenwald’s widow lived in 
the penthouse until the mid- 
’70s, During the occupancy 
by the second owners, who 
sou^t to accommodate their 
expanding family, the house 
drifted from its Miesian 
roots. When the current own
ers arrived in 1990, they 
engaged interior architecture 
firm Powell/Kleinschmidt, 
known for its work with min
imal modernism, to restore the 
purity of the architecture.

Powell/KIcinschmidt began 
by obtaining Mies’s original 
plans at the Chicago I listori- 
cal Society, and then they and 
the new owmers invited Mrs. 
GreenwaJd, who still lives in 
the city, up to offer her recol
lections. Mies’s elegant staircase, a work 
of art in itself, was still intact. Its marble 
treads, which are visible from above and 
below, and its aluminum risers, which 
echo the aluminum cladding of the 
building, are free of any decoration. The 
glass-mosaic-tiled bathrooms, where 
the architect maximized the natural light 
and views by suspending the sinks and 
medicine cabinets in front of the win
dows, were also intact.

Then the architects began to give 
the house a new life, updating and 
tailoring it for the new owners. They 
were careful nor to disturb Mies’s mod
ulated proportions. So, although the 
lighting was outmoded, they did not

puncture the serene ceiling plane with 
lights. Instead, they installed lights at 
the ceiling’s edge. The firm designed 
custom closets and cabinets, things 
that Mies wasn’t terribly interested 
in. They then married the furnish
ings of the period with those from 
other times and cultures. In the main 
space, Mies’s Barcelona-style chairs, a 
replica of a 1959 tuxedo couch, and a 
contemporary glass table that Powell 
designed cohabit with African artifacts, 
modern art, and, in wintertime, a large, 
nineteenth-century Persian carpet.

Honda Odyssey

Tips on Traveling with Kids

Honda has partnered with 
Parents Magazine to provide 

information on safe 
and enjoyable car travel 

with children.

Watch for these tips on the 
Lifetime Network or log on to 
www.parents.conilionda this 
spring to learn more about:

• Proper Installation of 
infant car seats

• Importance of using 
booster seats for 
40-80 pound kids
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on routine car trips

• Everyday car safety ideas

• Maximizing family comfort 
during tong road trips

For more information 
about the Honda Odyssey and its 
quadruple 5-Star Safety Rating,* 

go to honda.com.

Mies suspended fhe medicine cabinet 
and sink in front of a window.

“While being true to the building’s 
architecture, we like to go beyond it in 
a way we feel Mies would respond to 
today,” explains Kleinschmidt.

While Mies might not have approved 
of these recent concessions to comfort, 
the sheer elegance of the architecture 
still comes through with undiminished 
power. Following Mies’s example, the 
designers arranged the furniture as com
positions in the space, instead of allow
ing it to hug the walls, obscuring the 
architecture. Inside the transparent skin 
of this penthouse, every gesture seems 
elevated and imbued with grace.
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ON NATIVE GROUND by ethne clarke
Jensen’s 

conservatory at 
Garfield Park 
is distinguished 
by the way he 
arranged plants 
In naturalistic 
settings.

i

WAS RAISED IN the subutbs south of 
Chicago, not far from the southern tip , • ■
of Lake Michigan. I recall visits to the Indi- rGintrOQUCGU 
ana Dunes State Park in the sweltering 
prairie summer and junior art cla.ss expedi

tions to the Forest Preserves for a first taste of

Jens Jensen Chicago in the mid-i88os, and his first en
counter with the majestic beauty of the mid- 
western prairies was to prove the single most 
important inspiration for his work as a land
scape architect. In 1885, Jensen began work as 
a garden laborer for Chicago’s West Park Sys
tem. One year later he was made foreman, and 
designed his first garden with a formal plan 
using exotic perennials and annuals arranged in 
conventional carj)et-bcdding schemes, the srvle 
that dominated public and private gardens 
throughout Europe and America during the 
late 1800S. But Jensen soon took notice of the 
increasingly popular Arts and Crafts design
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I Chicagoans 
to local plants

plein air painting. Of course I did not know it DrOlrlG
at the time, but I owed my thanks for the exi,s- r
fence of these friendly, natural settings to Jens IcUlQSCGpill^ 
Jensen, a Danish immigrant who became one of 
the most visionary and influential landscape 
designers in America, and a founder of the 
prairie conservation movement.

Born in Denmark in i860, Jen.sen left for ii

loe





In 1905, Jensen was made the general 
sup>erintendent and chief landscape archi
tect for the rehabilitation of the West

Between 1906 and 1907, he landscaped 
the Conservatory at Garfield Park. 
One of the largest glass houses in the 

Park System’s parks, as well as for the world, its structure was as revolution- 
development of several new neighbor
hood parks. The most .significant of these

green thoughts
movement and its support of an indige
nous, vernacular style. In 1888 he cre
ated the American Garden, a downtown 
wildflower garden done in a naturalistic 
style using native plants.

As Jensen’s language of design 
evolved, he developed specific features 
to engage people in the landscape. 
Borrowing from native American 
tribal customs, he invented “players 
greens” and “council rings.” These open- 
air theaters were meant for the per
formance of theatrical pieces of song 
and spoken narrative. Jensen, a mem
ber of the Drama League of Amer
ica, believed such performances 
helped to focus public attention on 
the landscape; in 1913, he commis
sioned Kenneth Sawyer Goodman 
to write The Beauty of the Wild, and 
subsequently staged annual perfor
mances in and around Chicago in 
parks and woodlands. A visit to a 
Jensen landscape was not supposed to 
be a passive experience.

ary as its display of collections, and 
it has recently undergone extensive

Jensen, a Danish immigrant, became one of the 
most influential landscape designers in America
was Franklin Park, an eight-acre space 
with simple, open clearings for “free 
play” and swimming pools constructed 
to resemble natural rock formations.

Columbus Park, Jensen’s masterpiece 
on the western outskirts of the city, was 
a 144-acre site, seven miles from dowm- 
town. Here Jensen re-created the native 
landscape of the area with a broad prairie 
meadow, lavish plantings of naturalized 
native perennials skirting winding path
ways, and trickling streams splashing over 
waterfalls constructed from stratified 
rockwork. Jensen’s signature council rin^ 
and players greens were also present.

Jensen’s innovative approach was not 
confined to the design of public spaces.

restoration. The building’s .shape refers 
to the haystacks that once dotted the 
prairie farm fields, and the plants are 
displayed in naturalistic landscapes that 
refer to their native habitats.

N 1915, JENSEN designed a Shake
speare Garden to commemorate 
the 300th anniversary of the play
wright’s death. F’or the layout of the 
^den, he referred to flic seventeenth- 

century essay “Of Gardens” by the Eliz
abethan sage Sir Francis Bacon, and 
used many of the plants mentioned 
in Shakespeare’s work. Located on the 
Northwestern University campus, the 
project was started by the Garden Club

I



ofEvanston, which has maintained the 
garden since its completion in 1930.

Jensens memoir Sifting is a must-read 
for anyone interested in native land
scaping and eco-gardening. He also 
created his own school, the Clearing, 
Instruction was based on hands-on 
experience supported by the oral trans
mission of knowledge. The Clearing still 
serves a population of adult students 
attracted by its message of spiritual 
renewal through personal involvement 
with the natural world,

Jensen died at 91. October i, 2001, 
marks the 50th anniversary of his 
death. .Several years ago, Mamie Wirtz, 
Jensen’s great-grandaughter, began work 
on the Jens Jensen Legacy Project, 
launched last year by the city’s Depart
ment of Cultural Affairs. I leaded by Jo 
Ann Nathan, the project has organized 
a series of lectures and tours, and 
launched a quarterly newsletter. These 
efforts and others arc bent on the hon
orable goal of pre.serving Jensen’s ideal 
of using landscape design to inform 
the public about the interdependence 
between man and the natural world.

Columbus Park. 
Jensen's 
masterwork, is 
a landscape 
of meadows and

streams.

JENSENISM
■ "PRAIRIE IN THE CITY: NATURAUSM IN 
CHICAGO'S PARKS. 1380-1940* (Chicago 
Historical Society, 1991), an exhibition 
catalog, contains an excellent description 
of Jensen's work for the West Park System 
written by Julia Bachrach. the Jensen 
scholar and archivist in the plannir^ 
department of the Chicago Park District.
■ SIFTINGS, by Jens Jensen (Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1990).

■ JENS JENSEN LEGACY PROJECT, Chicago 
Department of Cultural Affairs, 78 East 
Washington Street, Room 250, Chicago,
IL 60602; 312-742-1772; fax. 312-744- 
9629; jensent^instarmail.com.
■ THE CLEARING. I2I7I Garrett Bay Road, 
PO Box 65. Ellison Bay, Wl 54210; 920- 
854-4088, or ton-free. 877-854-3225; fax, 
920-854-9751; clcaring<nTheclearing.org: 
www.theclearing.org. tiL?
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on the block
LOOP THE LOOP bygregory cerio

HE CITY of big shoulders is becoming 
a city of big mortgage holders again. 
After decades of decline, people 
are moving into central Chicago, 
spurring—and spurred by—a boom in 

residential development. A glance at some 
reasons why folks are toddlin’ back:
CITY GREEN Many developers cite 
Mayor Richard M. Daley’s down
town landscaping program. “The 
greenery gives a perception of 
safety,” says developer Gerry 
Lichterman, “and that percep
tion becomes a reality.” Green of 
another sort di,spen.sed by City 
Hall—money, in tax incentives and 
subsidies—has helped prompt the 
residential conversion of

Why central 
Chicago 
has made a 
comebackT

Thousands of lofts have been built since, 
though they’ve gotten costlier, with average 
prices per square foot now $250 to $300.
GOLD COAST GOLDEN YEARS Pritzker’s family built 
what quickly became the most prestigious 
of Chicago's new downtown high-rises, the 

Park Tower/Park Hyatt. A 67- 
story combination hotel and 
condo development on North 
Michigan Avenue, it opened in 
2000. A good number of the buy
ers illustrate the second socio
economic trend Pritzker note.s: 
empty nesters. Many of the people 
moving to Chicago are older sub
urban couples whose children have 
gone and who have come to the 
city to enjoy cultural amenities. 
NEW TRADITIONALISTS The mod
ernist look is usually associated 
with younger urbanites. But in 
Chicago, where several posh 
addresses were designed by Mies 
van der Rohe, modernism is the 
aesthetic of the establishment. 
Chicago buyers in their 30s and 
early 40s like homes with classic 
detailing, “My clients don’t want 
to live in a plain box,” says Emily 
Sachs of the realty firm Koenig & 
Strey. “They like the vintage look, 
a place with personality." Benc- 
fitting from this attitude are 

spec house builders like 
Metzler/Hull Development 

^ Corp. The firm has put up 

E 33 houses—most in Lin- 
a coin Park, a leafy middle- 
|B class area in north central 
5 Chicago—with Beaux 
M Arts or classical facades, 
3 and lavish interior trim 
5 and moldings. Everything 
I! else about the houses, 

which cost from $2.5 million to $4 million, is up- 
to-date, from Internet-ready wiring to the 
combo kitchen/family rooms ubiquitous in new 
homes. Says builderjay Metzler; “Buyers get an 
old house without the old house problems.”

HOUSE a. GARDEN JUNE 2001

more
than a dozen older office buildings 
in and around the Ix>op. The area, 
a virtual ghost town after dark ten 
years ago, is now home to 120,000 
people. Lichterman’s Kenard Cor
poration received government 
funding to renovate the Fisher 
Building, an 1896 office tower 
designed by the great Daniel Burn
ham, for apartment.s. “The moor’s 
strategy is working,” I achterman 
says. “Chicago’s vitality is back.”
HAY LOFT OR CITY LOFT? Few are more 
qualified to analyze Chicago than 
the Pritzkers, founders of the
Hyatt Hotels Corporation, and one of the city’s All new with an old 
foremost families. Penny Pritzker, who oversees look, this spec town 
her family’s non-hotel-related real estate, dis- house with a traditional 
cerns two signal trends behind the boom. The limestone facade, 
first is a matter of dollars, sen.se, and miles, top. was recently built 
Those who work in the bustling corporate in central Chicago's 
office parks near OHarc airport would logically Lincoln Park 
look to live in the suburbs. But in the mid-’90s, BThe Fisher Building, 
the cost of a suburban house had grown so high, right, an 1896 office 
Pritzker says, “you'd almost have had to go to tower, was converted 
some rural area to find anything affordable." into apartments.
The alternative with a reasonable commute was 
downtown. There, developers marketing the 
loft lifestyle were converting empty factories 
and warehouses on the Chicago River into con
dos, with a typical price of $150 per square foot.

E|
area.

I
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overwhelmingly
] beautiful Rugs
i Nothing’s quite as stunning as the color and design of our rugs. Except the quality 

that goes into them. See the collection of Sphinx area rugs at an Expo Design Center. 
For more information and store locations, visit our website at www.owsphinx.com.
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C05TIKYAN'“ carpets, INC. 28-13 14TH ST., LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11102 • LOCAL: 718.726.1090 
TEL: 800.247.RUGS 17847) • fAX: 718.267.1848 • www.5osrtkyon.com • E-MAIL; 5nlo@cos1ikyon.
1274 SPRINGFIELD AVE., NEW PROVIDENCE. NJ 07974 TEL 908.665.1155 • 888.930.7847 • FAX: 908.665.0020

Copyright C 2000 Coitikyan"' Carpaft, tnc. All Right Reiarvad.

Illinois: Evanston, Central Rug & Corpet Co. • Minnosoto: Edina, Gabberts Inc. • Texas: Dalles, Dovid Truoft Enterprises, Inc. Houston, Emmet Perry & Co. 
Tel: 1847) 475-1190 Tel: 1952) 927-1500
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Poliforrri
IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

Libraries

Wardrobes

Beds

Kitchens

Complements

1 -888-POLtFORMFOR INFORMATION, CATALOGS. AND THE SHOWROOM NEAR YOU CALL
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ST JOHN

- ANIMAL PRINT DOC BED -
Available at the following ST. JOHN BOUTIQUES AND HOME STORES:

ATIAVTA BAtHAKBOUR StVERH-HItLS 80STW CHARLHTON CH/«a.077E CHICACO DALLAS DCNVfK HONaULLJ KANSAS OTY WS«CAS MANHASfT MAW NfWVORK WiM BEACH TORTIAND SEATTlf

South Coast Plaza • 714-668-3700Scottsdale Fashion Square • 480-425-7445
Palm Desert . 760-346-9226

FOR INFORMATION CALL 1-877-755-8463



Benjamin Moore' 
calls it Prescott Green

I call it
my great

/ wanted our master bath to he a place where I could get awa_y 
from it all and relax. But finding the p£^6Ct Color

anything but relaxing until I turned to

Benjamin Moore&S-O. Thdr Color Preview
Studio™ display made it easy to choose

was

a color, match a trim, and pick a finish. It gave me the 
COI^id.enCe / needed to create the room of my dreams.

I've always trusted Benjamin Moore^ brand 

and counted on my dealer's advice. So it's no surprise

they came up with a way to choose colors that 

let me rest easy with my decision.

‘^min ivioorc^^*’

B^ji iin

reWe make it simple. You make it beautiful.'
Finish PAINTS1-800-6-PAINT-6 www.bcnjaminmoorir.com

C 2UUI Bm^ni n M(K>r^ A Co. M. fti'gal 4n*i WtllSaiin rf|i|«rrcd Cr«dcnuj^ i/^aprmn S^mtrr A
^ make It ample. You melir il iMaHtlful and Prrvtew Seuclm 4n iredenuriu Beo|4imn A Co.



photography
i OLOST AMERICA- 4)y Caroline Cunningham

as they were beginning to van
ish from the American scene.
1 lis artistic vision was, there
fore, infused with a sense of 
loss, and a powerful desire to 
preserve America’s industrial 
and rural past on film. Plowden’s 
photographs range in subject 
from the abstract patterns cre
ated by a row of grain elevators, 
CO sweeping landscapes punctu
ated by narrow telephone poles, 
to dusty railway stations. He 
studied under a number of emi
nent American photographers, 
including Walker Evans and 
Minor White. From Evans, he 
learned to capture the architec
ture of light; from White, an 
exacting printer, he learned the 
importance of uncompromising 
darkroom technique. Plowden 
is a perfectionist. “There’s no 
such thing as a ninety-percent 
photograph,” he explains. “It 
either works or it doesn’t work.” 

Plowden’s image of a chair in 
the Johnson farmhouse in Iowa 
has a decidedly ethereal quality. 
It’s a photograph of a ghost. 
The chair is empty but waiting; 
it invites the viewer in. The 
photographer's manipulation 
of natural light is theatrical 
enough to make the gauzy cur
tains seem to move in a soft

David Plowden’s photographs celebrate vanished landscapes 
and the unexpected beauty of American domestic life

breeze, although the window 
OR MORE THAN 40 YEARS, Chicago- behind them is shut. The sunlight filters 
based David Plowden has been pho- through the glass and around the objects in the 
tographing the disappearing American . room, giving them shape and emphasis. Vari- 
landscape. His photographs are visual ou.s artifacts—the porcelain pig, the silk but- 
elegies to a time of small towns, family terfly on the paisley lampshade, the lace 

farms, and open prairies. Plowden’s photo- tablecloth —tell a story about the house that 
graphic journey began when he was a boy cannot be read without a profound sen.se of 
in Vermont, where he was captivated by ycarningfor a way of life that has vanished.

A Plowden retrospective open.s at the Peter

Plowden grants a 
corner of the Johnson 
farmhouse in Iowa its 
lyrical strength. Another 
photographer might 
have sentimentalized it.

the sights and sounds of steam locomotives 
hurtling through the quiet countryside. The Fettcrman Gallery in Santa Monica, California, 
train’.s piercing whistle became a siren song.
Plowden began to photograph trains just

on June 2. His book Bridges, the Spans of North 
America will be reis.sued by Norton this fall.ii^;
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uncorked
LARGER THAN LIFE by jay mcinerney

At Sam’s Wine & Spirits, 
America’s biggest and best 

wine store, the staff is as 
remarkable as the selection

Bl09_A<f3 )IVaQ>l

in Chicago—150 stools, which accommodated, 
Fred recalls, “the worst examples of every ethnic 
persuasion in Chicago.” He and some of the 
bartenders wore sidearm.s—and used them when 
necessary. “I shot four guys,” Fred says today.

Sam Rosen opened a retail outlet, serving 
residents of the new and soon to be notorious 
Cabrini-Grccn housir^ project. The neighbor
hood reached a low point with the riots in ’69.

“As the neighborhood got better," says Fred, 
“we got better,” although Sam’s was undoubt
edly ahead of the curve when it decided to hire 
a specialist and start stocking fine wine to 
attract a bcttet-heeled clientele. Before long, 
men in business suits and women in fur coats 
were negotiating the stairs down to the base
ment, where the good stuff was kept. The 
Rosens knew they were on the right track when 
singerTomJones called in an order for $35,000 
worth of burgundy, says Fred.

In 1981, when they moved the store six long 
blocks from the projects, the Rosens decided to 
make a break with the Thunderbird market. 
“The day we stopped selling half pints, we lost 
half our business,” says Fred. Revenues fell from 
$7 million to $3 million that year, but they 
rebounded rapidly Sam and Fred Rosen wanted

At Sam’s Wine & Spirits, 
a Chicago institution, 
the quantity of the goods 
IS surpassed only by the 
quality. BThe shelves of 
the 33,000-square-foot 
warehouse are packed 
with treasures, from 
powerful pinot noirs to 
obscure burgundies.

RED ROSEN Walks with the rolling, 
slightly gimpy gait of an aging athlete. 
You might detect a resemblance to 
Ernest Borgninc. At 65, he exudes a 
rugged vitality and it comes as no .sur

prise to hear that he grew up on the basketball 
courts of one of Chicago’s toughest neighbor
hoods and that his first job was tending bar. 
He’s not the kind of guy you would C3q>ect to 
find at a wine tasting, swirling and sniffing. But 
Fred Rosen is the proud proprietor of Sam’s 
Wine & Spirits, the biggest and possibly the 
best wine store in America. “Now that Michael 
Jordan's retired and the Scars Tower has lost its 
title." he says, “we’re the only institution in 
Chicago that’s still number one.”

Fred’s father, Sam Rosen, arrived in Chicago 
during the Depression and, after a stint working 
the docks, opened a bar in a bleak neighbor
hood west of Lincoln Park. “Meanest bar in 
America," Fred says with reli.sh. The Barrel
house, as it was called, featured the longest bar
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Of course it's a downdraft. Why do you ask?

Experience the rerrarkable otlraction of Jenn-Air. For decodes, we've been perfecting 

downdrdt venlilotion to beautifully clear the air without on overhead hood. 

Our exclusive new range also features a high-perfrjrmonce, dual-speed convec/ior) 

oven and a stunning, tromeless glass cooktop. For infoimotion, visit jennair.com 

call l-800-jenn-Air. And feel the attraction of downdrolf for yourself.

ATTRACTION

or

BJENN-AIR



UJ
—1 Jay Mclnerney and Todd Hess pick the best values from Sam's shelves

■ '99 chateau de maligny chabus

PREMIER CRU MONTEE DE TONNERRE 
A classic Chablis. Like Katherine 
Hepburn in The PhUadelphfs Srory, 
a flinty exterior masks a real sexpof; 
this has a mine of complex mineral 
flavors, with a ionf, smooth finish.
Begs for oysters. $20
■ JEAN VESSELLE BRUT RESERVE 
Small maker, big flavor: a huge 
mouthful of powerful pinot iwir fruit 
that turns very complex and finishes 
very dry. Drink it with Asian food.
Bollinger style at a big discount. $25
■ ’99 RIVETTI LA SPINETTA MOSCATO 
D'ASTI Tastes like fizzy peach juice— 
a great aperitif or a sweet finish to a

uncorked
big meal. Very refreshing, with low 
(5.5 percent) alcohol. $11
■ '98 chateau O'AIGUILHE COTES 0£ 
CASTILLION From Stephan von 
Neipperg, owner of Canon-La- 
Gaffeliere and La Mondotte. a deca
dent bordeaux with all the virtues of a 
'98 Saint Emllion. Still a lithe pucker- 
inducing—save a case for fall. $14
■ 99 chateau VALCOMBE LES 
GRIOTTES A spicy, full-bodied, rustic 
blond of syrah and grenache noir, 
this Rhdne red could be mistaken 
for a good Chiteauneuf-du-Pape. 
Swill it with grilled lamb or 
sausage. An amazing value. $10
To order, call 800-777-9137.

to be the bigge.st and best wine and 
spirits store in Chicago. Sam's moved 
upmarket as Robert Mondavi and hi.s 
compatriots in northern Calij’ornia were 
changing perceptions of American wine. . ..
and critic Robert M. Parker. Jr., with his 
lOO-point scale, was creating a newly 
confident American wine buver.

o■z

oFred’s sons Darryl and Brian are help
ing implement his plans for world dom- W

Iination, along with wine director Todd 
Hess, a Princeton philosophy major who 
developed a wine joncs while working as 
a waiter at Printer’s Row restaurant. On 
a typical Saturday the parking lor of their 
lastest location, which the\' moved to in the keg business, “but ten years from much hea\ier than bottles of still wine, 

now those twenty-one-year-olds will be 
wine buyers, and I want them to come 
back to Sam’s.” If they wander into
the champagne section, they will find shooting star symbol of Champagne 
Charles E. Stanfield, who was born in his arm. “I’d never tattoo a woman’s 
the Cook County hospital and grew up name on my arm," he says, “which tells 
in nearby I lumboldt Park. Stanfield has you how I feel about champagne.” 
the build of a defensive tackle, which he

1997, is overflowing. It may not look like 
much on the out.side—a big red brick 
warehouse—but inside Ls a33,ooo-square- 
foot wine lover’s paradise. True to the 
spirit of its hometown, Sam’s manages to 
preserve a no-bullshit democratic mien 
while serving a market that many Amer
icans still regard a.s elitist.

Sam’s also has an exhaustive selection thinks is one reason he was pur in the 
of spirits and beers, bottles as well as champagne section when he starred 
kegs. “It’s a ball breaker,” .says Fred of work at Sam’s—champagne bottles being

He has since become a Champagne 
fanatic, visiting the region frequently, 
even going so far as to tattoo the

on

A few aisles over, French wine exp>ert 
Tracy Lewis, who visits Burgundy at 
lea,st twice a year, is instructing a photo
genic couple in the mysteries of the 
Cote d’Or. After sending rhem away 
happy, she helps me find several 
ob.scure bortiings that I have never seen 
outside France, including a '97 Gevrey- 
Chambertin from Domainc Henri
Perrot-Minot. Burgundy is the toughest 
test of a wine store; after 40 minutes in 
Sam's biurgundy section, I’m glassy-eyed 
with wine lust, and several hundred 
dollars lighter in the pocket.

In the bordeaux section, I discover 
that even the customers at Sam’s are 
helpful. Atraffic manager for a shipping 
line who introduces himself as Larry 
points out a stash of 1998 Pavie-Macqiiin, 
a rare Saint Emilion that I had 
expected to see on a store shelf in this 
lifetime, much less at a price that became 
obsolete the day Parker gave it a 93-96 
point rating. Trying to remain calm, I 
grab a ca,se and stagger off to the cash 
register. Similar surprises await in the 
Italian. Spanish, and Australian sections 
of the store, as well as in those devoted 
to New Zealand, C^ifornia, and Oregon.

As I wave good-bye to Fred, who is tak- 
ing an order over the phone, Tm already 
planning my next trip to Chicago.

never

VKSGAtMII

.Amdega Conservatories, handmade in England 
since 1874 from the finest timber and gla.ss.

Amdc^a and Machin design offices Throughout the

LS.\ and Canada. Please* call 1-800-449-7348 
www.amdega.cntii
-\ll other toiinrries call +44 1.125 4158522
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choice should he this clear. VISTA® Window Film is the obvious choice for designers who demand 
the extraordinary. Your exceptional design, priceless wcfrks of art, delicate fabrics and furniture all need 

VISTA's protection to block out virtually all the cumulative damage from UV rays as well as heat and ^re. 
The choice is yours.

1-800-345-6088

VISTA
FILMWINDOW

Expect the extraordinary. i\The Skill Ciinrer FiiHnilniiini has rfCianmemied VJS'fA fis fi i/twci- ^

for VVimiiiTiwn of Ihf shui. HiCOMMIMPIP

ASH)
InduslrylounOilion

www,vista-fiims*com
O 2000 CPFilms Inc. VISTA* is a registered trudetmirk gf CPFilms Inc.. Martinsville, VA.

The nature of certain delicate fabricn and dye$ will lead to premature /oding regardless of the application of any ivindou’ /ilm or protective ireatmt'nt.
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first principle 3inCriC3H StylC
Style setters in New York and Los Angeles are always busy spotting and setting 
trends, but in Chicago, the heart of the heart of the country, domestic design 
usually seems more firmly rooted. Classic furniture joined to classy art anchors 
the Chicago look—a muscular, durable style with the courage of bold convictions.
Holly Hunt makes a vigorous trio of a Robert Motherwell collage, a Rose Tarlow chair, and a Gene Summers table.



A city apartment gives Holy



BY SUZANNE SLESIN

PHOTOGBAPHED BY

MELANIE ACEVEDO

STYLED BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS

Rain Carden Zag III, by 
Louise Nevelson, dominates 
the living room, reinforcing 
the room's graphic quaiity. 
The Captown sofas by 
Christian Liaigre, upholstered 
in Great Plains fabrics, 
are available through Holly 
Hunt. The coffee table, 
carved from a single piece 
of mahogany, was made 
by Hans van der Hill. The 
Bruno Romeda benches 
and the llnen/viscose carpet 
are from Holly Hunt.

iunt the perfect backdrop for her collections



bwhere to go? “I loved my house,” says

THE MID- ’90s, Ai,LOK HOLLY hunt’s children Were 
out of the house and she was free to c oncentrate on run
ning her successful furniture company. It was at this 

' point that she decided to move out of the early- 
twentieth-century Winnetka house that she had lived in 

for 17 years and go downtown. But

I lunt, “but I was ready for a change.
Not just anything would do for Hunt,

of Chicago’s design gurus. Her old place
large and charming Tudor-stylc house, had
been designed in 1915 by the prestigious firm
Perkins, Fellows & Hamilton, and was a hard
architectural act to follow, “I missed it as
soon as I moved out," she says.

Uncertain about what kind of space she
wc>uld be happy in, I lunt at first thought alx>ut
looking for a downtown rental, or checking
into the hour Seasons 1 lotel. But one day a real
e.state agent showed her a co-op in one of the
impressive buildings that anchor the city’s
desirable Hast Lake Shore Drive.

On a high floor, in a building designed
circa 1910 by renowned architect Benjamin
Marshall (who also designed the Drake
Hotel), the light-filled space seduced her.

Holly Hunt, above.
was drawn to the
openness of the apart
ment. ■ The enfilade
of rooms, left, lr>cludes
the living room, entry
hali, dining room, and
orangerie. ■ Robert
Motherweii’s Elegy to
the Spenish Republic:
at Five in the Afternoon.
1971. iooms behind
Christian Liaigre's
Ubud table and Archipel
ehairs in the dining
room, opposite page.

•t. ••







“I lovedx\\z apartment,” says Hunt, “and the quality 
of the architecture reminded me of my old house."

Hunt’s sense of high style and unerring enthusiasm 
C*Find something you love to do, because you spend so 
much rime doing it” and “One door closes, another 

are two of her maxims) have been with her sinceopens
she was a high school student in Texas, writing her 
term paper on Coco Chanel. After a career in retailing 
in Texas, and designing jewlery and accessories in New 
York, she moved to Chicago in 1976; and in subsequent 
years, she was prescient enough to introduce Liaigre 
furniture to America. “I knew that the eighties cycle of
clutter and overdecoration wa.s over,” Hunt explains. 
“And I liked Christian’s modem furniture.”

Although the apartment had been renovated by 
the previous tenant, “it had not been mucked up,” 
Hunt says. “I can stand in the center of the space and 
see across the lake and also out the back.” The orig
inal orangerie was there; so was the graceful lakeside 
bay window in the living room. And most unusual 
was the majestic series of high-ceilinged rooms that 
spans the space from front to back.

The only thing missing was furniture. (Hunt had sold 
her house with most of its 
contents, keeping the art 
and a few antiques.) In view 
of the business she was in, 
this was definitely not a 
problem, So, in came the 
hand.somc, tailored designs 
(which define the look of 
the assured, contemporary

r

i?i'

I
Jasmine and orange trees 
bloom in the all-white 
orangerie, opposite page. 
Rose Tarlow chairs 
surround a Christian Liaigre 
ottoman, covered in 
Great Plains leather. The 

candlesticks, by Gene 
Summers, and the Great f*iaans 
linen slipcovers are from 
Holly Hunt. BA Christian 
Astuguevioille Racine table 
and a Rose Tarlow Henley 
chair, this page, right, 
sit by the bay window in the 
living room. The lacquer 
bowl is from Takashimaya.
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interior) by some of the high-profile people she deals 
in: Christian Astuguevieille, RoseTarlow, and Liaigre, 
her French supersrar, whose custom-rweaked pieces 
she owns a slew o£ “We mixed a lot of pieces," she 
says, pleased with the resulting juxtapositions, 
which she rarely sees outside her six showrooms. 
Hunt also included an eighteenth-century lacquer 
table found in London and 
van der Hill that he crafted 
solid mahogany. “He has a 1 
says of the Chicago-based a 

The bold works of art that 
the late ’70s—a huge Louise 
ing Robert Motherwell, 
as well as a Helen Frank- 
enthaler, a Robert Rausch
enberg, and a Willem de 
Kooning—are perfect foils 
for the strong graphic lines 
of the furniture. That’s 
no coincidence, of course.
“Early on, I was drawn to 

^ Abstract Expressionism,”
Hunt says. “It's comfort
able and warm, and not too 
minimal ” As always, Hunt 
strikes the right note. 4^

Everywhere in the 
house, the furniture echoes 
the geometry of the art.
A Christian Liaigre Re bed 
and Muse table, opposite 
page, occupy the master 
bedroom. BThe lounge 
chairs, this page, top, are 
by Antonio Chterio for 
B&B Italia, in Great Plains 
linen. MThe guest room, 
right, has a natural palette. 
The bed and mirror are 
by Christian Astuguevieille: 
the mirror is available 
through Holty Hunt. Sources, 
see back of book.
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Antiques dealer Rita Bucheit gives a quintessential
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1? / BY SABINE ROTHMAN
GRAPHED BY ANTOINE BOOTZP|

STYLED BY DAVID YARRITU

IT

A
A.merican apartment the look and feel of old-world Austria







Eliter
and you can almost hear the music . Everything

SUU'
contributes to 

the feeling that you have stepped back lOO years 
into a Viennese coffeehouse. Josef Hoffmann 
bentwood armchairs^just like those at the 
Cabaret Fledermaus, where the avant-garde 
gathered—and nesting tables with hammered 
brass tops sit in front of a bay window, which 
is lined with red velvet cushions. Tasseled silken
cords control simple wooden blinds that gently 
filter the light. Steam rises from a porcelain 
demitasse. To imagine such delicate old-world 
charms in a practical city like Chicago seems 
incongruous. But here, where Rita Bucheit 
magically fuses froth and function, it isn’t.

The antique.*! dealer and her husband, Floyd, 
an American businessman, moved from her 
native Austria 15 years ago, after a trip to 
Chicago, “I saw that there was an international 
art scene, and I felt I could be comfortable 
here,” she says. They moved into a gutsy but 
gracious 1913 Marshall & Fox Beaux Arts build
ing that complements their collection of 
Austrian Biedermeier and Vienna Secession 
furniture. The apartment’s enfilade—the parlor, 
a spacious dining room, and a cozy study- 
overlooks Lake Michigan. The rooms, with 
high ceilings and gracious, ample proportions, 
arc lined with tall windows and suffused by the 
mutable light reflecting off the water.

Shortly after the couple had settled, a friend 
came to town to prepare a Biedermeier show 
for the Art Institute of Chicago. Bucheit was 
delighted to discover that Americans might 
be interested in collecting something she had 
always loved. In 1988, she opened her own 
shop, which specializes in Empire, Art Deco, 
Biedermeier, and Vienna Secession furniture. 
It’s not surprising that Chicagoans have warmly 

received these styles, especially the latter two. Biedermeier, which Bucheit calk “every- 
man’s Empire," is democratic, essentially unpretentious furniture that was made 
between 1815 and 1848 for the emerging upper-middle class, although, she admits, 
“the aristocracy found it quite chic.” Vienna Secession, running parallel to other 
turn-of-the-century Arts and Crafts movements, was a harbir^er of modernism.

At home, as in her shop, Bucheit skillfully mixes art and furniture of extraordinary 
quality, To showcase her pieces, she has edited carefully and kept fabrics to a minimum. 
The floors are bare and the windows unencumbered by draperies. Bucheit’s spare 
approach feels very modem, but it has historical precedents. In Austrian museums, 
gleaming wood floors in period rooms set off the furniture to perfection,

What's wonderful is how easily the couple live with their treasures. She starts a 
tour by tos.sing her red Persian lamb coat, a Helmut Lang prototype (“He wanted me 
to try this out,” she explains. “He’s Austrian, too, you know”), onto a side chair. She

In the dining room, which 
has Biedermeier chairs and 
tables. Leopold Forstner's 
IdiO mosaic of the birth of 
Venus, above and opposite 
page, has pride of place 
above the mantelpiece 
that Bucheit designed.
The mosaic's soft colors 
and geometry recall the 
take outside and the 
paintings of Gustav Klimt, 
a Forstner contemporary.
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waltzes through rooms with real delight, enjoying pieces 
for form as much as for pedigree. The study features a 
stunning architectonic birchwood bench and settee 
made circa 1820 in the workshop ofjosef Danhauser, one 
of Vienna’s most famous Biedermeier artisans. In the 
bedroom, there is a rare Danhauser writing desk, similar 
to one that was commissioned for the daughter of 
Emperor Franz I. Above the bed, there’s an intimate 1839 
painting, Friedrich von Amerling’s The Dream, which 
captures a young actress’s quiet moment. In the dining 
room, Karl Sterrer’s 1939 Art Deco painting, grimly titled 
Anticipation, depicts four deer lying in the hills—one 
gazing toward a mystical bolt of energy in the distance.

In the dining room, the masterpiece is a mosaic 
by Leopold Forstner, who did important work for 
Hoffmann’s Wiener Vienna Workshops. The
colors are soft and romantic, with touches of gold. 
Rather than set a long table in front of the mosaic, 
Bucheit uses two unmatched Biedermeier pedestal 
tables, each surrounded by four chairs of an eight-chair 
set. It’s a light, informal arrangement—and it’s easy to 
push aside when it’s time to dance. 4^

X36



In The parlor, opposite page, top, are Josef
Hoffmann's Fledermaus armchairs ca. 1907

and his nesting tables. 1 The entry walls.
opposite page, bottom, are covered In Jane
Churchill Harlequin chenille; the French
mahogany bench ca. 1810 in Jane Churchill
Plain chenille. An Empire clock of Apollo
in his chariot sits atop a Beidermeier vitrine.
■ The bedroom's masterpieces, this page.
are a Josef Danhauser writing desk and The

Dream. 1839. by Friedrich von Amerling.





To view Chicago’s 
fabled skyline, 
there’s no better 
vantage point than 
the city’s river

This photo collage
offers a view up tl>e south 
branch of the T-shaped river 
Looming above the office 
buildings that line the river's 
bnnhs rs the llO-story Scars 
Tower. The tallest building 
in America (and, until recently, 
the wor(d). Opciud in (974.

xjj the firm of 

igs & Merrill.

architectural 
luels/n says, standing 
mr Boat as it glides between 
b me Chicago River, 

the ciWwouId exist as we know it.

nvHOUT mis RIV

histmanTimS 
on tAdecyof ] 
thet^tr/thatl 
“nothi

The river gave Chicago its name—a deriva
tive o(che-cau-gou. the lUini natives’ word for 
the wild onions that grew on the river’s marshy 
banks. The river brought the city prosperity 
Flowing into Lake Michigan at one end, 
and linked to the Mississippi River system by 
canals in the early iSoos, the river was the 
commercial artery that made Chicago the 
thriving hub of the American frontier. And 
the river was the object of Chicago's sin^e 
greatest engineering fear. In 1900, city fathers 
opened a tremendous canal that, incredibly, 
reversed the flow of the polluted river, sending 
it inland, away from the city’s drinking water 
supply in Lake Michigan.

But, above all, the river gave Chicago its 
skyline. Hemming in the compact downtown 
business district, the waterway forced builders 
to think vertically. In the frenzy of develop
ment that followed the great fire of 1871, such 
visionary architects as Daniel Burnham and 
Louis Sullivan came up with the world’s first 
skyscrapers. Today, there is no better place 
than the river from which to marvel at the 
far taller descendants of those first steel-frame 
towers—from the great Civic Opera, to 
architect Bertrand Goldberg’s groovy Marina 
City apartments, to the mighty Scars Tower.

Amid manufacturing decline and suburban 
flight, the Chicago River was ignored for most 
of the past century. But, lately, Chicagoans 
coming back to an appreciation of the stream 
that gave their city so much. Old riverside 
industrial buildings are being converted to lofts 
and offices. The city’s recently established 
setback requirements for new construction 
have .spurred the creation of esplanades, cafes, 
and parks, as well as the expansion of walking 
trails along the water's edge. People 
ride gondolas, and even fish in the river. “For 
years the river was the backside of downtown, 
Samuelson says. “Now it’s the spine again.”

it WAS 4csfp>CGl 
.Skidmorey Owir

illHttu- ’’.I

are
LAKE POINT TOWen

When This apartment building at the river's 
mouth opened in 1966. its residents were isolated 
urban pioneers who bought into the idea of a 
vital waterfront long before It caught on. The 
curving form designed by Schipporoit and 
Heinrich, former students of Mies van der Rohe, 
seeks to maximize unbroken views, and evokes 
an undulating skyscraper That Mios designed 
in Germany in 1921 but that was never built.

canoe,
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R. R. DONNELLY CENTER

A philosophical debate has
raged throughout the course

TRIBUNE TOWER of Chicago architecture:
Should buildings recall 
the classical grandeur of 
ancient civilizations? Or 
look forward, with shim
mering expanses of glass? 
As modernism ran its 
course, postmodernists like 
Bofill addressed both sides 
of the issue, here with a 
classical skeleton housing 
a reflective-giass body.

While this Gothic Revival 
building is a favorite now. 
many design aficionados 
still mourn the runner-up 

in the Chicago Tribune's 
1922 design competition 
for its new offices—a 
soaring skyscraper by 
Elicl Saarir>cn that is 
widely regarded as archi
tecture's most influential 
unbuilt building.

New York, Rockefeller Center. 
Smith’s building also makes an 
ironic comment on its Chic^o 
neighbor, the Tribune Tower, 
with climbing setbacks that 
arc reminiscent of the Elid 
Saarinen building that might 
have stood in its place. “Now 
the two designs can face off 
eternally.' remarks architec
tural historian Tim Samuelson.

As a young man. Goldberg studied 
with Mies at the Bauhaus. but 
later developed his own humanistic 
form of modernism as a refection of 
what he called the “psychological 
slum" of the rectilinear box. He saw 
the Marina City design as “curvilinear 
flower forms," with each pic-shaped 
apartment a petal emanahng from 
a central stem. In an odd twist, one of 
Mies's sharp-edged towers, the 1971 
IBM Building, was built next door.



CIVIC OPERA BUILDING

Built at a tunc when the
river was scorned as a333 WEST WACKER
cesspool, the Civic Opera
seems to turn Its brawny 
back on the waterway.
The brainchild of utilities 
magnate Samuel Insull, the 
Art Deco building has an 
armchair shape that earned 
it the derisive nickname 
“InsuU's Throne." The scale 
of the structure, however, 
was all about patronage. 
Rentals of office space on 
upper floors helped subsi
dize the opera company.

MORTON INTERNATIONAL 
BUILDING 

Details like a clock tower give this 
office block a I930s moderne 
air. Perkins & Will architect Ralph 
Johnson designed the building 
to cantilever over a busy commuter 
rail line. In a piece of reverse 
engineering, rooftop trusses hold 
up part of the structure from 
above, allowing passage below.

These days, town house 
developments arc sprouting up 
all along this part of the river 
But back when this complex of 
four houses went up, the site 
was isolated amid vacant, rubble- 
strewn lots and railroad tracks. 
Designed to slope up the river 
bank in the manner of trees 
and other plants, these gems 
by iconoclastic architect Harry 
Weese are dear to Chicago 
architecture mavens. "If I could 
live anywhere." says Samuclson, 
"I would live there."

A building loved even 
by those who hate modern 
architecture. Located on 
an odd. wedge-shaped site— 
between a street intersection 
and a bend in the Chicago 
River-333 West Wacker 
presents an elegant facade 
in both directions. An angled 
side faces the street the 
other curves with the river- 
bank. Another plus: when 
reflected in the convex-mirror
like facade, "the sunsets are 
amazing." says Samuclson.

• N', \ VV I I
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As a Chicago 
couple’s apartment 

expands in step 
with their art 

collection, architect 
John Vinci 

restores order

L L



In the master bedroom, left, 
Andy Warhol’s bold Turquoise 
Marilyn plays off a sleek, sub
dued ca. 1925 Jacques-^mlle 

Ruhimann commode from 
Makassar/France, Paris.
■ Arrivint; guests are greeted 

by Jeff Koons's Christ and 
the Lamb, 1988. below left, 
and a glimpse of Still, a 
1994 Damien Hirst vitrine.
■ In the living room, 
opposite page. Ruhimann 
chairs and a Jean Dunand 
table and vase share 
space with Koons’s 1986 

Rabbit and a 1961 painting 
by Jasper Johns, Target.

OME 27 YEARS AGO THE 
couple became interested in 
art and joined a local collec- 

tors' group. Soon thereafter, 
they became very involved with 

art. That’s Art with a capital A, and 
Involved with a capital I. They attended lectures 
and visited collections and artists’ studios. They 
found themselves looking at art wherever they 
went. “Once you look, you want to own," she 
says. “And then you keep reading and looking.” 

And figuring out where to place and how to 
display the art and find the oh-so-valuable wall 
and floor space that an ever flourishing collec
tion of assertive and important works demands. 
The solution the two adopted early on was what 
one might call the annexation of neighboring 
lands. As adjacent studio apartments in their 
Magnificent Mile high-rise became available, 
the couple strategically added on to their origi
nal apartment, until they had strung together 
a series of spaces like pearls on a seemingly 
endless necklace. “If you want to live with art, 
there are just so many walls,” says the husband, 
a manufacturing executive, “Vbu get another 
studio, and another; then there’s another wall.” 
Or two, or three. “I guess one could see this as 
twenty-five years of collecting studios.”

“They keep buying apartments, and my job 
is to try to make them more cohesive," says 
Chicago-based architect John Vinci of his clients' 
forays into adjacent real estate. “We sketch 
around and make decisions,” says the architect. 
The result is a mazelike series of rooms that 
allows the extraordinary art—by Jasper Johns, 
Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein, Jeff Koons, and 
Eric Fischl—to be glimpsed from a range of





A flourishing 
collection of assertive

and shams from Area. NYC. are civen a playful accent with dot pillows by Jonathan Adler. NYC.
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vistas. And recently Vmci was able to create 
T»diathecaUsarealcntrance—andapcrfectspot 

“ for an extravagantly baroque Koons mirror.
The furniture includes rare 1930s designs by 

Di^ Qaeometti andJacques-Emile Ruhlmann 
that mix stylishly with unusual vintage rugs. In 
the living room, a carpet in a 1939 design by Ivan 
Da Silva-Bruhns creates a graphic-patterned 
island amid a Fischl painting, ajohns target, and 
a Koons rabbit. “The aesthetic is very simple,” 
explains the owner. “Giacometti and Ruhlmann 
always work well with whatever is on the walls.” 

And on the floors, of course. In the bedroom, 
an anoitymous Art Deco carpet liws in surprising

CO
CO
03

03



Schnabel, Fischl, and Koons. A long sought after 
vitrinc by Damien Hirst propelled the collec
tion into the ’90s. “ It’s all about waiting for the 
opportunity and not being in a hurry,” he si^.

It’s also about being flexible, and accommo
dating the peregrinations of your collection. 
“The Picasso is on loan for a show in Madrid, 
and Marilyn just came back from Basel,” he 
says. “We sell, trade, and change. If you buy 
something, you sell something." One way or 
another, the art is always in motion. There is a 
small forklift in one closet; the sculptures are 
on casters so they can be moved easily. Call it 
another form of wheeling and dealing.

The library, opposite page, 
top, gains an epic feel from 

Mark Tansey's Landscape. 
1994. The chair is by 
Ruhimann, the carpet from 
Stark. ■ Untitled. 2000, 
by Rachel Whiteread, opposite 
page, bottom, also hangs in 
the library. The Warren 
McArthur chair is from Stuart 
Parr Gallery, NYC. BA 1999 
Matthew Barney triptych, 
above, hangs in the guest suite. 
Sources, see back of book.

harmony with a trio of Lichtensteins and one 
of Warhol’s great Marilyns-, in the dining room, 
a 192 j floral French carpet by Gaudissart acts as 
a go-between for the Queen Anne table and 
chairs. “He will not let me touch the dining 
room,” she says of her husband. “When we first 
met, he was ‘English country* and I subscribed 
to Art Deco magazines,”

Nevertheless, they saw eye to eye on their 
collecting, which began with Wassily Kandin
sky and the School of Paris, then made pop 
art of the ’<5os one 0/ its strengths. Next they 
added 1970s artists like Francesco Clemente, 
and in the 1980s came artists such as Julian
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Two photography collectors, focused on redoing

In the living room, where three
Hiroshi Sugimoto photographs
hang over the mantel, a variety of
textures emphasizes contrasts
between matte and glossy; Henry
Calvin's taffeta, through Donghia,
at the windows; raffia carpet from
Watson Smith: and the sofa's
cotton velvet, by Great Plains
through Holly Hunt. Leslie Jones
customized the sofa, end tables.
and coffee table. Cervo linen
velvet covers the CIco lounge
chairs from Nancy Corzine.



heir apartment, found inspiration in an Eliel Saarinen fireplace
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Beige vellum on the family 
room waits, left, Is an 
Ideal background for Robert 
Mapplethorpe photographs. 
Tucker Robbins's Zig-Zag 
stool aits by a Christian 
Liaigre dub chair from 
Holly Hunt. Jones designed 
the coffee table and Roll 
Arm chair. BThe dining room, 
opposite page, features 
chairs by Kerry Joyce, from 
James Jennings Furniture, 
and a table by Jones. The 
painting is by David Klamen. 
A Man Ray photogravure 
Is over the sideboard.

“We knew that we were eventually going 
to redo the apartment,” the wife says, “so we 
started a file of interesting ideas, one of them 
a picture of the Saarinen hou.se fireplace. I was 
completely fascinated with it.”

The choice could not have been more apt. 
Cranbrook was built on the philosophy that art 
should permeate every aspect of life, which is 
how this couple imagined themselves living. 
They wanted a new interior that would present 
in the best possible light their growing photog
raphy collection—which they were assembling 
with consultant Shashi Caudill—and their 
antiques. “Before we did this,” the wife explains, 
“the apartment was a mishmash. We really 
wanted it to be different, and to reflect the

DBAS CAN COME IN A FLASH

or take time to develop, par-
ilarly when the subject is the• H I

knotty one of lifestyle. But when a
photography-collecting Chicago
couple commissioned interior
designer Lesliejones and architect 

Marvin Herman to renovate their 4,000- 
squarc-foot apartment in one of Lake Shore 
Drive’s Beaux Arts beauties, they had already 
focused on the heart of the matter. It was the
1930 fireplace that architect Eliel Saarinen 
had fashioned for his family’s house on the 
campus of Cranbrook Academy of An, the 
Michigan school where he was resident archi
tect from 1925 to 1950.
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way we had grown and changed over the years.” 
To begin rhe transfonnation, Herman, with 

project architect Michael Vandcrpoel, gutted 
the four-bedroom interior. The reconfigured 
space—with a master suite, a guest bedroom, a 
living room with wonderful views, a family 
room, an eat-in kitchen, and a formal dining 
room—now moves naturally from public spaces 
in the front to the private ones at the rear. As 
for the applied architectural detail, Herman 
says, “We took our cue from the existing plas
ter cornices in the living room. The building 
was built in 1925, and while we had established 
a more clearly contemporary floor plan, we 
wanted the new moldings and other details to 
suit the Beaux Arts exterior." Herman also 
raised the height of the door frames, “which 
suits us,” the client says. “We’re both tall."

HE SAARINEN H o u s E fireplace Sparked 
the creative flame behind Jones’s choice 
of palette and decor, which owe much 
to the moderne and Art Deco styles. 

Jones and Herman used tiles similar in dimen
sion to those in the Saarinen fireplace, and 
ordered them from Pewabic Pottery, the 
manufacturer Saarinen had used. They differ

wto be different, to reflect the way we had grown and changed over the years
slightly from the original in shape and color. 
Saarinen’s were mocha with silver. “These are
olive-gray and brown, with silver accents,” Jones 
explains. “They established the basis for the quiet 
palette that we used on the walls as a background 
for the photographs and paintings.”

Jones worked closely with 
Caudill to ensure that theJones designed the break

fast room, top right, around 
a Richard Misrach photo

couple’s an was the primary 
focus of rhe apartment. “We 
responded so immediatelygraph. Maquis chairs from 

Holly Hunt surround a table to their ideas about the col
lection, and the fireplace, 
that the interiors themselves, 
in a way, became almost 
secondary,” she says. Jones 
was able to compose spe
cific areas around specific 
images from the collection, 
“because we knew, very early

made from a sugar grinder. 
■ The master bedroom, 
right, has a carpet from 
Martin/Patrick/Evan. A 
Lynn Davis photo is above 
Barbara Barry club chairs 
from Baker Knapp & 
Tubbs. M In the living room.
opposite page, a Lynn Davis on, precisely where certain 
photograph hangs over a pieces would hang.” 

Barring a few simple 
stripes, (Co»t. on page ij$)

ca. 1930 mirrored French 
console from Miguel Saco 
Furniture & Restoration, Inc. 
Sources, see back of book.



WRITTEN BY DAVID COLMAN P H

Marx's departure from his fellow modernists is
evident In these chic side tables, this page,
with crackled lacquer and Lucite tops, from Liz
O'Brien. NYC. The goat rug, by Henri Becq, is
from Interieurs, NYC. The Queen Anne-style
side chair by Samuel Marx, opposite page, also
from Liz O'Brien, has its original upholstery
by Dorothy Liobes. Nancy Lorenz's Sea and Sky,
2000, is from the Paul Morris Gallery, NYC.
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SOME MIDCENTURY-MODERN ZealotS iTlUSt find it 
ironic that we arc now paying dearly for furniture 
originally intended to be affordable to the masses.

Admittedly, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe. Marcel 
Breuer, and Charles and Ray Eames spent years 
agonizing throu^ prototype after prototype, getting 
their now iconic mid-mod pieces just right. But their 
newfound heyday® straining not only the laws of 
supply and dcanod—since many of these pieces are 
being made afieifr— but also the basic law of fashion; 
iconic is one thing, unique is another.

So, as those highly visible pillars of modernist 
decor begin to lose their luster, what looks fresher is 
something subtler, more livable, more, dare I say, 
unique, in which case the glass slipp>er goes to Samuel 
Marx, After all, as Chicago’s prime practitioner of 
modem decor in the ’30s, ’40s, and ’50s, Marx strove 
to give his elite clients the benefit of designs done 
for them and them alone.

“I was struck, at first, that for mideenrury ftimiture, 
his work was so different,” says New York furniture 

dealer Liz O’Brien, who has mounted 
shows of Marx’s work at her gallery 
and has become the designer’s 
greatest champion. “It’s very Euro
pean in feeling. Most designers at 
the time were interested in devel
oping things for production, using 
new materials for large runs of 
pieces to be shipped all over the 
country. There were few people 
working in an old way, and using 
older materials, to modern effect.” 

Gradually breaking away from 
the classical if posh interiors he 
had been creating, Marx began in 
the mid-’zos to sketch out his own 
furniture designs, heavily influ
enced by the Parisian king of chic 
modeme, Jean-Michel Frank. Marx 
had become enamored of Frank’s 
work while studying at the Ecole 
des Beaux-Arts in Paris between 
1907 and 1909, (Cont.fmpage 172)

Marx, above, was well versed in 
the tastes of the monied class, 
c His parchment-covered cabinet 
with bronze pulls, top right, is 
from Donzelia Ltd., NYC. S His 
parchment-covered daybed. 
center, is from Maison Gerard 
Ltd., NYC. It is covered in 
cashmere Paradiso, from Rogers 
& Goffigon Ltd. V The Marx side 
table wihi removable tray, bottom 
right, is one of a pair from 
Malmaison Antiques. NYC. BThe 
Marx card table, opposite page, 
is also from Malmaison Antiques.
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THE OWNERS OF A LAKEFRONT FARM WITH A
VARIETY OF GARDENS, LUSH WOODLANDS, AND 

A TENNIS PAVILION GIVE IT SOMETHING MORE
—CONSTANTLY CHANGING VISTAS

BY DEBORAH NEEDLEMAN PHOTOGRAPHED BY RICHARD FELBER
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The American Cotomai
house, opposite page, built
by David Adler in 1926.
features rough stone and
hand-split shingles on
a pleasingly asymmetrical
structure, typical of the
period. Along the south
vista, this page, semicircular
benches designed by John
Makepeace Furniture provide
a resting spot without impeding
the view toward a prairie.





IFTEEN YEARS AGO, the 
owners of Crab Tree Farm, 
the last working farm on Lake 
Michigan in Illinois, moved 
into their house on a bluff 
overlooking the water, They 

didn’t come because they needed the 
space, or because the location was con
venient (they didn’t, and it wasn’t). They 
came because the husband had long 
admired this house, a superb example 
of David Adler’s architectural skill, and 
possibly one of the most gracious coun
try houses in America. The husband 
based his decision, as he often does, 
on passion and an unerring aesthetic, 
not on practicality.

The garden this couple has made 
reflects their distinct, but complemen
tary, passions: she is a true dirt gardener,

F
tending a large kitchen plot, and he 
is like an eighteenth-century English 
landscape gardener, roaming the place, 
and designing vi.stas. From the richly 
wooded land, he has carved a subtle, 
romantic landscape, wedding picturesque 
elements with formal ones to create an 
informal, country scene.

He is a businessman with a discern
ing eye who has devoted his life to 
the pursuit of the beautiful. During 
monthly business trips to England, he

Much furniture and ornament is original 
to the garden, opposite page, that Ellen 
Biddle Shipman designed in the ’20s. The 
owner rebuilt the bench to her original 

specifications, v He also remade the 
interior of a Greek folly, ri^t and top. as 
an homage to Thomas Jefferson, with 
reproductions of Monticello furnishings.
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An 18th-century 
English statue of the 
Renaissance Uffizi 
Mercury, opposite page, 
faces an 18th-century 
English statue of the 
ancient Medici Venus 
in the walled garden.

This orderly, green 
composition, left, 
is a foil for ornaments.

A lead cello rests 
against a Saarinen- 
inspired window, below.

never fail-s to visit galleries and muse
ums, houses and gardens, dealers and 
artists. In his corporate capacity, he 
purchased an impressive collection 
of paintings, many of which he later 
dispersed to museums around the 
country. Since the ’60s, he and his wife 
have been acquiring one of this coun
try’s finest personal collections of latc- 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century 
English furnishings and objects, and 
this house is the ideal setting for them.

It was built in 1926, in the idiom of 
an Early American Colonial, as a sum
mer house for Mr. and Mrs. William 
McCormick Blair. It has the modest 
charm typical of an eighteenth-century 
house added onto over the generations. 
David Adler was both a meticulous 
researcher and an innovator, able to 
take elements from Pennsylvania and 
New England Colonials and create a 
house with authenticity and integrity. 
This deceptively large house is only 
one room deep, designed to take advan
tage of cool summer breezes from the
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return of a masterlake and to allow light into every room
from two or three sides.

Like Adler, the husband is able to look As modernism swept the country,
closely at the great houses and gardens of architects like David Adler (1882-1949),
another country and successfully trans- who worked in eclectic, historical styles,
plant those influences onto American soil. were dismissed as retrograde. Lately,
While much of the sculpture and many of however, many architects and historians
the design elements—follies in the land- have come xo admire his originality and
scape, borrowed views—may derive from restraint. Trained at Princeton and ttic EotIc

eighteenth-century England, the garden dcs Beaux-Arts in Paris, he was the darling
they punctuate is definitely American. of North Shore society, for whom he built

Vistas and antique ornaments are set grand country houses in the European
into the indigenous woodland that the manner. Stephen M. Sainy’s just published
owner vigilantly rids of all non-natives. He T7te Country Houses of David Adler (Norton)
does this not for reasons of horticultural will bring the architect new devotees.
politics or even fashion, but for appropri
ateness and effect. Perennial garden plants in the woods are anathema to
him. He is keenly aware of how crucial transitions are inagarden. Close
to architecture, you may have “a little pachysandra or hosta," he says, but
the closer you get to the woods, you must “cut that out.”

The owner composed the landscape as a series of walks in the woods,
leading to various destinations—vistas, ornaments, follies, and gardens. He
has subtly carved allecs and axial views into the woods, and limbed up
the large, existing trees to create dramatic, cathedrallike tunnels where
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Adler s light'filled tennis house, wrapped in
ivy topiary wainscotting, this page, looks
much as it did when it was built. The current
owner added the ivy pendants. This grand
conservatory is still used for parties. ■ An
entrance at midcourt, opposite page, reveals a
settee for viewing games, commissioned from
John Makepeace Furniture. Behind the glass
are guest quarters housed within the building,



the woodsFrom
cawed a subtle, romantic landsci

li^t streams down between the 
trees. Even the discovery of very 
large elements, like the tennis 
house, the kitchen garden, or the 
walled garden, feels as if you just 
stumbled upon it in the forest.

From the house, a wide swath 
of lawn leads down a path to a 
Greek folly, probably by Adler, 
that the husband made over as 
a playful homage to Jefferson; 
he remade the interior as an 
octagonal space and furnished 
it with reproductions from 
Monticello. A cut in that path 
takes you to Adler’s remarkable 
tennis house, which the owners 
have left intact as a period piece. 
Tucked behind the Jefferson pavilion 
are the old vegetable garden and a 
greenhouse that the wife has totally 
revamped. She redesigned the hedging 
and pathways, and added an herb and cut
ting garden. She maintains this large 
garden entirely on her own, from seeding 
to weeding. With an eye to color combi
nations, she deftly mixes flowers for her 
arrangements among the vegetables.

Nestled in the woods next to the veg
etable garden is a walled garden the hus
band conceived of with the late Wiley 
Jones, a landscape architect he credits 
with teaching him “how to walk around 
and see.” He now works on it, and other 
new projects, with the help of Charles 
Stick. Essentially an (Cont. on page iy$)

CRAB TREE FARM SITE PLAN
1 Main house
2 Ellen BidcHe Shipman 

rose garden
3 Mall
4 Driveway
5 Jefferson 

pavilion
6 Greenhouse
7 Cutting garden
8 Cottages
9 Walled garden

(0 Spring garden
11 English pavilion
12 Tennis house
13 Stone house
14 Circular bench
15 Tree house
16 South vista
17 Council ring
18 Golf course
19 Ravine walk
20 Beach walk
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The peaceful, expansive view of Lake 
Michigan from the back of the house is 
visible from nearly every room. The 

lamt drops off into a steep ravkte, which 
can be reached by stairs leading 
down to a boardwalk along the beach. 
For sources, see back of book.



Advertisement

Marxist Modernism
(Cont.frompage i<;8) and found a receptive audience for the style 
in Chicago. Working with the high-quality local furniture maker 
William Quigley, with whom Marx had collaborated when com
missioning eighteenth- and nineteenth-century reproduction 
pieces, the architect began to envision and enact his own dis
creet but opulent brand of modem decor. All-American, by way 
of Paris, he is the Charles Lindbergh of designers.

Through ^he 1930s, Marx established his reputation bv creat
ing wall-to-wall. floor-to-cciling, luxe modern places forhis clien
tele—Chicago’s new-monied, art-collecting crowd.

Using the most luxurious materials and finishes, Marx took 
the unusual —and unmodem—step of letting centuries of fur
niture crafting subtly infiltrate his own work. The result was 
pieces with sleek silhouettes that were finished with crackle lac
quer, parchment overlay, or geometric marquetry, which lent 
them a sen.se of opulence, domesticity, and. above all. warmth.

Marx, who was married to the department store heiress 
Florcnc May, had a keener appreciation than most designers of 
what his patrons wanted. “He had a different lifestyle than most 
architects,” O’Brien “He really lived the life of his clients, and
his houses are very u.ser-friendly. Whenever I see a lot of turnirure 
frtjm a Marx house, there’s always a minimum of twelve or eigh
teen dining chairs. 'Fhere are always card tables, and lots of places 
for art books, and .systems for displaying and living with art,”

Marx and his wife were avid art collectors; to their first buy 
of a Braque in 1939, they added Leger, Matisse, Pica.s.so, Gia
cometti, and Brancusi’s first Bird in Space. When May died in 
1995, leaving the collection to the Metropolitan Museum 
of Art and the Museum of Modern Art, The New Tork Times 
described the works that the couple had amassed as “among the 
most distingui.shcd collections of modem art in private hands.”

I'hat a furniture designer .should have become such a highly 
regarded art collector is not so .surprising when you consider 
how well Marx understood the art of living. His graceful 
design.s never intruded, in the way that much modernist decor 
did; it was implicit in Marx’s work that a decor should be a 
kind of bedrock on which to build one’s lifestyle in comfort.

A nineteenth-century sentiment, perhaps. But then, while 
everyone is madlv competing for all things mideenturv, a good 
way to stay ahead of the pack might be to look further back.ciW
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WINDOWS
CHICAGO May 10-18, 2001
In celebration of House & Garden's June 2001 issue, we 
are pleased to present 100 Windows Chicago—your guide 
to the Windy City’s best designers and retailers.

The too Windows Chicago Passport will be your ticket to 
accessing exciting events, discounts, and prize drawings.

Request a free Passport and join House & Garden for 
the celebration!

Crate & Barrel
Michigan Avenue

Friday, May 18th 
5-7 pm

Cocktails, hors d’oeuvres, and a variety of prize drawings!

Log on to www.hou$8-and-gartten.con^ to find out how you 
can participate, obtain a 100 Windows Chicago Passport, and 
RSVP for the Crate & Barret party. Or call 1.866.360.9387.

Presenting Sponsors:

Crate&Barrei DISCOVER
CARO

Program Participants:

Anichini

Bailey Banks & Biddle 

Beacon Hill 

Boussac Fadim 

Brunschwig et Fils, Inc.

Callard & Osgood 

Chicago Office of Tourism 

Christopher Norman 

Chrysler 

Cowtan & Tout 

Di Modolo

Donghia Furmture/Textiles Ltd, 

Frederick Cooper Lamp 

Georg Jensen Jewelers 

The Golden Triangle 

Holly Hunt

The Illinois Department of Tourism

The Kitchen, Bath & Building Products 
Center at the Merchandise Mart

Kravet/Lee Jofa

Ligne Reset

Material Culture

Maya Romanoff 

The Merchandise Mart 

Nancy Corzme 

Odegard

Osborne & Little 

Peacock Alley 

Pierre Frey 

Pmdler & Pindler 

Poliform
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41. Ggy Ctuttfdock & Company;
Manufacturer of Country French and English 
antique reproduction home tumiMiings that 
are custoiriued to order. We feature unique 
hand-distressed timshes available in 37 
standard and premium colors.

26. Stanton Carpet: Stanton offers a 
fi^msndous selection of products perfect 
for all your floor covering needs. From all 
the classic beauty of wiltons to innovative, 
original area rugs. For more information, 
cal) 88S-S09-2989 or visit us on the web; 
wvm.stan toncarpet.com.

Check out House A Garderfs "Design Generation" website at 
www.house-and-garden.com/hg
To receive more information from our advertisers, simply fill out the 
form below and send it to House A Garden, P. 0. Box 5215, Pittsfield, 
MA 01203-5215. If the reply card is missing, you may mail us your 
request. Please indicate the information you wish to receive using 
the numbers provided, as well as the amount reputed (if applicable). 
Make check or money order payable to House & Garden.

42. Habersham; The Claude Monet 
Collection from HKiersham features 
handpainted furnishings inspired by the 
great Impressionist. For a full color prodixtt 
brochure or to find your nearest dealer, call 
800-HABERSHAM.

27. PlMse send me all free items n the cat^pry.

28. Alexander Julian at Home: “Make the 
weekend lealous...celebrate everyday. That's 
my motto. Why not start at home creating a 
new knA with my latest furniture. It’s casual. 
It's comfortable. Perfect for celebrating." 
FREE literature. 800-776-7986. ext. 623.

13. Schumacher: Fabrics, trimmings.
...... ■■■wi ■ waJicoverings, furnishi/^ and carpets

1. Acura: F’ower-hunwy? The 260-hp Acura TL available throi^ interior desigr>ais. For a 
Type-S with 5-Speed Sequential SoortShift™ designer m your area call 800-332-3384. 
automatic transmission should be more than 
enough to satisfy you. For quick info., visit 
acura.com or call SOO-TO-ACURA

43. Harden Furniture, Inc.: Our craftspeople 
have created hi^ quality heirloom solid 
wood furniture and upholstery since 1844. 
Our free 20 ptie brochure provides a rich 
sampling of solid wood furniture and 
upholstery, available m a variety of styles 
and finishes to enrich your home.

14. Pla«M sand me all free itams in this catepxy.
29. Arthur Brett A Sons (USA) Ltd.: Full 
color brochure wrth selected items pictured 
and a company history with description of 
manufectunng method.

30. BAB Italia: For the dealer nearest you, 
please call 800-672-1697.

31. Barkw Tyric: "The English Garden 
Tradition." Made in Er^land since 1920, 
our solid feakwood outdoor and garden 
furnishings have “weathered" the test of 
time. Classic, award-winmng desipis for 
poolside, garden, and alfresco entertaining 
will provide a lifetime of enjoyment and 
satisfaction. Eighty-page catalog. S3.

32. Bernhardt Furniture Company; Funiture 
makers since 1889. Offering a variety of 
catalogs for living room, dining room and 
bedroom. Visit www.bemtiadt.com.

19. Olay Total Effects Cleansing Treatments: 
Introducing Olay Total Effects Cleansing 
Treatments. A cleansing cloth » remarkable 
it fights seven sigrts of aging. For more 
information log onto www.olay.com

16. Olay Total Effects with UV Protection: 
New Olay Total Effects with UV protection 
fights seven signs of aging and helps prevent 
UV damage to collagen and elastin. one of 
the major causes of premature aging.

2. Toyota Motor Sales: Introducing Uw Toyota 
Highlander. Bringing an uirexpacted bit of 
comfort to the rugged world of the SUV. For 
rrwre information visit toyota.com.

44. Henredon: Henradon furniture is 
among the finest made. From lovingly 
detailed traditional, to sleekly sophisticated 
contemporary, this is furniture for a lifetime.

45. Hickiiiy Chair; Hickory Chair presents a 
versatile mix of wood and upholstered fumiUae. 
800-968-2513, www.hickorychair.com. 
Catalogs available: Upholstery $25.
46. Vtdod &25.
47. William E. Poole $15.
48. Thomas O'Brien $15.

3. Larson-Juhl A great frame touches the 
entire room, adding elegarKe and personef 
style. For the best in custom frames, ask 
your custom framer for the Craig Poruu 
Signature Collection by Larson-Juhl. For 
more mformafion, ca)) 800-886-6126 or 
visit our website at www.larsoniuhi.com.

17. The Discover Cardi DiMover Card is 
accepted at more than 3.6 million merchant 
and cash access locations and is signing on 
1.000 new merchants every day. Visit 
www.discovercard.cm or call 800-DlSCOVER.

49. Holly Hunt Ltd.: Holly Hunt operates 
to-the-trade showrooms specializing in 
high-end intenor lumishir^, lighting and 
textiles. The H.H. Showrooms are located 
m Chicago, New York, Miami. Washington 
DC and Minneapolis. For more information 
please call 312-329-5999.

50. McGuire; McGuire Furniture Portfolio. 
lOS pages, full color presenting the premier 
rattan desghs. bamboo tables, solid teak, 
sluminum, lighting and other special 
collections. Catalogue: $15.

4. Sharp: At Sharp, we touch the boundaries 
of technology, everyday. Vtsil our website 
and experience life with Sharp technolo^. 
No boundaries, www.sharp-usa.com. 33. Canwon Collactiofi; Fine handmade 

upholster^ furniture wvatiable through 
interior designers and architects. Featuring 
extraordinary detailing and bespoke tailoring.

34. Century Furniture Industries: A complete 
daign resource. Send lor a 36-page booklet 
featuring bedroom, living room, and dining 
room selections from more than 20 of our 
collections. We make it easy to fmd what 
you want to realize your dreams. $5. Call 
800-852-5552 or visit our website at 
www.centuryfurniture.com.

18. DiModolo: Created m 18K white and 
yellow gold- Beautifully set sparkling 
diamonds and intense colors. Sapphires 
and semi-precious stones impeccably adorn 
the pieces. This inspired collection for 
women is both modern m design and 
classic in approach.

S. Ankhini: Anichim is a luxury Italian 
textile line offering bed, bath, table linens 
and upholstered furniture.

6. Boussac Fadinl, Inc.: Boussac Fadim, 
begun in 1763, specializes in weaving and 
printd^ luxurious hrghiy colored textrtes in 
the French and Italian traditions. 
212-421-0534.

51. Paciftc Coast Feather; Pacific Coast 
Feather down comforters, pillows, and 
feather beds are fluffy for life to provide 
the ultimate steep experience. Call 206- 
336-2323 for a free brochure or visit 
our website at www.pecificcoast.com.

19. Raymond Weil: Various collections Of 
classic, sporty and dress watches. Stainless 
steel. 18K gold plated, or 18K gold with 
extension clasp. Also available with leather 
straps. Water resistant up to 165 ft.7. Brunschwig A Fils: Timetessness. 

quafity, attention to detail and superb 
craftsmanship are ttw hallmarks of products 
from Brunschwig & Fils, designer and 
manufacturer of contemporary and 
historically inspired decorative fabrics, 
wallcoverings, trimmings, upholstered 
turmture, lamps and tables.

8. Cowtan A Tout; El^nt wovens, prints 
and wallcoverings. Cowtan A Tout is 
American textile at its best. Available to the 
trade only in 22 showrooms nattonwide. For 
more infrxmation please call 212-547-6900.

35. Classic Sofa: Classic Sofa specializes 
in custom handcrafted sofas that fit your 
specifications. Providing the largest fabric 
selections available, combined with over 
20 elegant styles. A Classic Sofa will offer 
lasting elegance. Please call 212-620-0485 
tor more information.

52. Pollform USA, Inc.: Italy's leading 
manufKturer of high-end closet systems, 
wall-units, bedroom and dining room 
furniture since 1942. For the showroom 
nearest you call 888-POLIFORM or visit 
our website at www.poliformusa.com.

20. Costikyan Carpets; Color brochure 
includii^ Tibetan silk and wool, all wool 
rteedlapoint handcrafted and Axmmster rug 
designs, plus a collection of handmade rugs 
inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright.

21. F. J. Hakimian Iik.; One of a kind 
antique European and Oriental carpets, 
late 18th Century to art deco. Also period 
tapestries. In-house conservation atelier. 
Website: fjhakimian.com.

22. Karastan; Karastan offers timeless 
styling, pattern, and color all wewen togetfter 
(0 provide endunr^ floor fa^ions for the 
hoiite. The Karastan you are considering 
today will be a pert at your life for years to 
«>me and with Karastan, you know it will be 
a beautiful part. The brochure illustrates the 
beauty of Karastan with color photography, 
shopping tips, and consumer advice on 
using carpets and rugs. Please specify 
rugs or broadloom. $3.

23. Material Culture*; The ntost 
innovative, antique, folk art. home furnish
ing, Oriental and Tibetan carpel store in The 
country, www.matenalculture.com.

24. Mohawk Carpel: For a Mohawk dealer 
in your area or to receive free Mohavrk 
pn^uct literature, call 800-2Mohawk or 
visit www.mDhawkcBrpel.com

36. Oonghia: Dor^hia's ele^t and strikingly 
handsome collections of uphiMtered 
furniture, textiles, tables, and related 
accessories are well known lor their signature 
stylir^, blendir^ classic with modern lines, 
their familiar with the unexpected, and an 
unusual use of texture an^ color sensibility. 
Send $3 for a brochure.

53. The Mitchell GoM Comparty: For a 
free brochure on great looking, incredibly 
comfortable, easy-to-take-cara-ol sofas, 
chairs, and more, call 800-789-5401.

54. Zagaroli Claulci: At Zagaroli Classics, 
we create the flrrest leather furniture available 
at mamifacturer direct pricing. Call 600-887- 
2424 or visit vMnv.zagaroliteather.com.

9. Lee Jofa: Christopher Moore travels the 
world In an effort to unearth Tolle de Jouy 
designs from historic estates, private 
coHectKns, and antique raconditwnmg 
efforts. Lee Jofa is proud to be the exclusive 
distributor of these rare and decidely 
original pnnts. Brochure, $1.

37. Drexel Heritage Furnishings. IrK.: 
Experience furniture by Drexel Heritage.
A variety of styles for a world of individuals. 
www.drexelherili^.com/828-433-3200.

55. Please send me all free items m this category.

56. GTO, Inc.: GTO. Inc. manufactures 
automatic gate openers for any type and 
size of gate. We have do-it-yourself and 
professional lines. For more information call 
800-543-GATE (4283) or visit our website 
at www.gtomc.com.

57. VISTA Window; Rejects up to 65% of 
sun's heat, 99.9% damagir^ ultraviolet rays, 
reducing fading and glare while maintaining 
a neutral appearance. Free brochure.

38. Frartcesco Melon Giemme: Francesco 
Molon Giemme is an Italian manufacturer 
of high-end casegood furniture offering 
bedroom, dining room, occasional and 
office-furniture in a wide variety of styles 
and woods.

10. Pindler A Pindler; Pindler A Pmdler. 
Inc. offers exclusive decorative upholstery 
and drapery fabrics to the trade. 
800-669-6002.

11. Robert Allen: The largest distributor of 
tine textiles for the home. Robert Allen has 
17 corpwate full service showrooms across 
the United States and Canada and a 
nationwide network of sales representatives. 
For more information, in the US call 800- 
240-8189 and in Canada 800-363-3020.

39. Frederick Cooper Lamps: Full-color 
brochure featuring the handcrafted lamps 
of Frederick Cooper, a collection which 
transcertds the full rai^ of product from 
hand-pamted porcelain to full lead crystal 
and glass, to metals of every type. $3,00.

12. Scalamandre: Specializing in the finest 
textiles, wall coverings, and passementerie 
available to (fie design trade. Exclusively 
represents Elitis, Colony, and Altfield in the 
U.S. 800-932-4361.

40. French Countey Living:
Call 800-465-1302 to receive your copy of 
our awatO-winnmg catalog presenting a 
unique collection of fine French horrte 
furnishings and accessories for irour home.

25. Sphinx: Sphinx manufactures area ri^s 
in an array of colors end motifs that reflect 
many of today's styles mcludmg tribel. 
contemporary, nsxiassic, casual and 
traditional, www.owsphmx.com,
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sourcesWHERE TO BUY IT
TABLE OF CONTENTS Pages 10,16 

Page to. Bloom armchair. Luminaire, Chicago- 312-664-9582. Page 16, gear, 
thcpooltoystore-com. Pool, Environmental Aesthetics. Inc., North Hollywood, 
CA. 618-255-1355. Kaffencon chair, Sioo, Access Tradition. 800-286-5280. Pillows. 
S48.33 a yard, Giati Designs, Inc , Santa Barbara, CA. 805-965-6535. Galets cup 
and saucer set. about S28, Sophie VUlepigue, Paris. 011-33-1-45-74-69-07. Spoons, 
Sio. ABC Carpet & Home, NYC. 212-473-3000.

DOMESTIC BLISS Pages 35-66
Pages 35-37, Environmental Aesthetics, Inc., NiKth Hollywood, CA. 818-255-1355. 
Pag* 3® J- Toftorella Swimming Pools, Inc, Southan^non, NY. 631-283-7373. 
Grand Wailca Resort, Hotel & .Spa. Maui, HI. 808-875-1234. You Need, pages 40- 
42 lidushinuya. 800-753-2038. Box. S115. and bone balls. S40and S75,Saia)o, 
NYC. 212-966-6156. B6cB Italia. 800-872-1697, Furniture Co., NYC. 212-352-2010. 
Ralph Lauren Home. 800-578-7656. Solo vase, S9.95. Crate Si Barrel. 800-996- 
99to- Georgjcnsen, NYC. 212-759-6457. .Studium V, NYC. 212-486-1811. Wnd 
bowl, .Vhiss, S135, NYC. 212-226-2190. Aero Ltd., NYC, 212-966-1500. Spira 
plates. S105 to S225, Furniture Co.ThcTcrence Conran Shop, NYC. 212-755-9079. 
Ambthcamifbowi, Siio, Moss. Books, MuMA Bookstore. 8^-793-3167. Touch L^, 
page 48: Beniamin Moore 8c Co. 800-826-2623. ^ Lambert Paints. 800-289-
7728. Ralph Lauren Paint. 800-379-7656. The Donald Kaubnan Color Collection. 
800-977-9198. Designer Savvy, page 54. decorator. Florence de Dampierre 
Design, latcht'icld. Cl' 860-567-5805. Vcgpe dish towel, $19.95 tor (bur, and Bing 
^ass. $1.95, Crate & Barrel. 800-996-99M. Poppi flowers. S5 each. Roberta 
Freymann, NYC. 212-585-376?. Tablecloth, S130, Settings by Mona. NYC. 212-414- 
0844. Napkin ring, S12, Adrien Linlord, NYC. 212-628-4500. Cup and saucer by 
Maryse Boxer, S50 per set; Rohmer flute, S33; Barneys New York. 888-822-7639. 
Lantern, $34, Ibmmy Bahama tommybahama.com. Continuous armchair. S585, 
Village Chair Sc Table Company. 888-?Hi-7r*9. Folding table, $3,200,Takashimaya. 
800-753-2038. Bead curtain, $300, Roberta Freymann. Pitcher. $1^35,1-Iermes. 
800-441-4488. Glasses, S85 each. Takashimaya. Large, S32, and medium, $28. 
candlesticks. Tommy Bahama. Stand. S195, and tray, $98. Banana Republic. 
888-BR-srrLt. Kafleneon chairs. $100 each. Access 1'radition. 800-286-5280. 
Buu. page 58. Ri^. Fedota Design, NYC. iia-8^'i683. and Btcukelen. NYC. 
m-645-2216. Sign Design, pages 64-66: Herman Miller for the Home. 800-646- 
4400. Bang&OlutMn, Mt. Prospect, IL. 847-299-9380. Takashimaya. 800-753- 
2038. Mobile, Niel.scn Trading, Inc. 888-664-3573. Pendant. Barneys New York. 
888-822-7639. Sofa. Vladimir Kagan, NYC. 212-289-0031.

HUNTING A GATHERING Pag«s 69-74
Page 69, Moas, NYC. 212-204-7100. Henri Bcndcl Home Collection. 800 
DEI.. Totem Design. 888-519-5587. Couzon. 800-242-2774, Calvin Klein Home. 
877-256-7373. Ar^la Adams. 800-255-9454, Table. $1,300. Troy. 888-941-4777, Page 
70, Philippe Deshoulieres. 800-993-2580. Bemardaud. 800-8^-7775. Rosenthal. 
800-804-8070. Table. $4,050, Troy. Page 72, DKNY, NYC. 212-223-3569. Rose. 
Milan, 011-39-02-832-1883. Lindt-Scymeist Designs, Montclair, NJ. 973-783-7201. 
Umbra. 800-387-5122. Table. $1,300, Bcetikclen. NYC. 212-645-2216. Page 74.
Cnstal Saint-LcHiis. 800-238-5522. Bergdorf Goodman. 800-558-1855. A la Maison, 
NYC 212-396-1020. Barneys York. 888-822-7639. ABC Caipet 6c Home.
NYC. 212-473-3000. "nustles, $45 a pound, Dean & DeLuca. 800-221-7714,

BLUEPRINT P»g«s 102-106
Designer. F\iweU,TOeinschmidc. Chicago. 312-642-6450. Page 102, vase and 
hyacinths. A New Leaf Studio arid Garden, Chicago. 312-642-8553. Bubble pot, 
Elements, Chicago. 311-642-6574. Mks-stylc choir, Intcriot Ctafts, Inc., Chicago. 
Throw, Frette. 800-353-7388, Better Living and Sabina Fay Braxton cushions, 
Barneys New York. 888-822-7639. Lukuga vase. Lille, Chicago. 773-342-0563. 
Sculpture. Untitlui. Deborah Buncrt'ield, ZoUa Lieberman Gallery Inc., Chicago. 
312-944-1990. NXT deck furniture, Brown Jordan. Page 105, Brno armchair. 
KnoU. 800-445-5045. Ovalis vases, Moya goblet and glus, and Quad decanter. 
Lille. Mask. Douglas Dawson. Chicago. 312-751-1961. Vase. A New Leaf Fox 
cushion, Elements. Page 106. Madison towels. Frette. Latvia vase, Lille.

FIRST PRINCIPLE Page 121
Thble by Gene Summers, Holly Hunt Ltd.

HUNTING TROPHIES Pages 122-129
All fabrics bv Great Plains, 1-lollv I-lunt Ltd. Pages 122-123. bowl. Takashimava. 
Pages 124-125, rope chair. Christian Astuguevieille, Hollv Hunt Ltd. Bowl.
Ethnic Design, Miami. FL. 303-573-8118. Vases by Alison Berger, Holly Hunt 
Ltd. Pages 126-127, Takashimaya. 800-753-2038. Sconce, Christian Liaigre.
Pages 128-129. Bdtfi Italia. 800-872-1697. Bedspread. Pratcsi Linen. 800-332- 
6925. Grass pillows. Elements. Chicago. 312-642-6574. Benches, Christian 
Liaigre. Maxalto stool. B8cB Italia. Lamp, ^(Veth, NYC. 212-243-3661. Costello 
table.jamesjennings Furniture. Album chair, Christian Liaigre. Lamp, Holly 
Hunt Collection. ArrochaiT, The Golden Ttianj^e, Chicago. 312-755-1266.

VIENNESE WALTZ Pages 130*137
Furniture and art, Rita Bucheit Ltd., Chicago. 312-527-4080. Pages 136-137.
Jane Churchill, Cowtan St Tout. Blinds. Clwles Jacobsen, Inc.

REACH FOR THE SKY Pages 138-141
Chicago Architecture Foundation. 312-922-3432.

Log-on now lOTsqtiest product inflation at www.house-aBd-garden.com/hg

70. Weber Grills: Send for a catalog 
containing information on the complete 
line of Weber Qrilla and accessories. 
www.weber.com. 800-446-1071.

56. Decorib: Dacor®, an innovative leader 
in auaiity and stylish design of high-end 
Kitchen appliences. continues to bring 
exceptionel performance to kitchens around 
Che world. Decor, the life of the kitchen.™ 71. Yves Delorme: Yves Delorme brmgs 

fashion to the home with our stunning 
collection of natural fiber linens for bed and 
bath. Designed m Franca, these coordinating 
lirMns span the seasons and enhance every, 
decor, www.yvesdelorme.com/800-322-3911.
72. Please send me all free items m this category.

59. DuPont CorianB: "Home as Seh" 
from ConanB -a 20- pegs book filled with 
inspnehonal CorianB applications 
and decoratir^ philosophy. $2 00. 
www.COrien.com/info. 800-986-6444.

60. Jenn Ain Jenn Air are makers Of 
the finest kitchen appliencas. including 
convection ovens, cooktops, dishwashers 
and rsfngerators. Visit www.iennair.com 
for more information.

73. Encompass Insurance: 
www.encompessinsurance.com.

74. Homepoittalio.com: The leading 
Internet destination for the best in home 
design. Homeporttalio.coffl helps consumers 
create the home of their dreams.

61. Kohler Bath 8 Kitchen Ideas: A 
compitte set of fuH-color product catalogs 
covering baths and whirlpools, showers, 
lavatories, tcnl^s and bidets, kitchen and 
entertainment sinks, faucets and 
accessories. 800-4-K0HLER Ext. KR6. 
Kohler Co. $8.00. wwrw.kohler.com. 75. Richard Schuia Design: Innovative 

furniture designs for interior and exterior 
use. A diverse range of styles from the 
1966 ClB«ic Collection to the Petal Table 
and Topiary Collections of today. Call us at 
215-679-2222 for a free catalogue or visit 
our garden rooms at www.nchardKhultz.com.

62. KWC Faucets: Bringing Swiss Quality 
faucets and accessories to the world for over 
over 125 years. KWC has combined precision 
and function in sleek, stylish designs for the 
kitchen end beth. www.Kwcfaucets.com or 
877-KWC FCTS. Free catalog.

63. La Comue: La Cornua, French maker 
of cookir^ equipment coveted by the world's 
most drKarnmg cooks, features exquisite 
ranges, hoods. lotissenes, hote and 
coordinating cuAom cabinetry as well as 
accessories. Cell 800-892-404D or visit 
us at www.purceflmurray.com.

76; WeVness: Resource Wellness
dietary supplements. Take Charge. FeaJ Better. 
For more information tail 877-939-3556 
toll free or visit www.resourcewellncss.com. 
Distributed by Novartis Consumer Health,Inc. -HBEN-

64. Mwic. Inc.: Superb European 
dish-washers, laundry products, ovens.

77. Edward R. Hamilton. Beokialler: 
Bargain Books—shop America’s largest 

cooktops, and vacuum cleaners. Extraordinary catalog selection, save up to BOV Home 
appliances tor ordinary tasks. 800-463- 
0260. www.mieleuss.com

D6cor, Gardening. Travel, Biography, much 
more. Free catalog: 800-677-3483.

65. Sears-Kenmore: Our mind-altering boxes 78. Talbots: Today’s classics are right at 
are a perfect marriage of brains and beauty your fmgeriips. To receive your free catalog, 
with revolutionary innovation and ultimate simply call SOO-Taibots or visit us at 
style. ChKk out space-savmg refrigerators, taibots.com. Dept HIMNW. 
truly transforming dishwashers, and 
agitatorless washing machines by 
Kenmore £lite...Call 8BB-KENM0RE or 
click www.kenmore.com.

79. Target; Can 800-600-8800 for store 
location nearest you. Assortment of items 
varies by store, www.target.com.

66. SI. Thomas Cresttans; Timeless, 
Traditional. Clames. ChooM from alsgant 
fixtures, nandpainted designs, bath and 
showrer fittings, bath tubs, minors and 
KcaBories...8ll beautifully coordinated to 
create the visual and emotional appeal of a 
complatt suite.

Daniih design in sterling silver'lSk gold 
since 1904. Also available ere Royal 
Coppennagen porcelain, Orrefors/Kosta Boda 
and Venim glass. Phone: 800-546-5253.

Jensen: Innovative yet timaleas

Bl. VIetri: Bring art to the table with Vietn's 
Italian design, quality, and style. Vietn leads 
trends and creates classics with our Italian 
handcrafted gifts, acosaontt. and dmnerware. 
Irresistibly Italian! Free brochure. For a store 
near you, call 800-277-5933 or visit

67. TOTO USA; For your free brochure Of 
TOTO high performance bathroom fixtures, 
call 800-350-8686 ext. 1702 or visit u$ 
on toa web at www.totousa.com.

68. Varenna Polttam: High quality systems; 
kitchens designed by Italy’s leading architects, www.vietri.com. 
Stainlaes steel, ararm wood, lacquer 
coloi, glass, integrated into high design. For 
the showroom near you call 877-VARENNA, 
or visit our website at www.varenna.com.
Catalog: $7.

82. Illinois Bureau of Tourism: DiKOver the 
surprising things to see and do right here, 
right now in thi new Illinois Travel Guide. 
www.enioyillmois.com.69. Weterwofks: Waterworks, carefully 

aelectea exclusive products include bath 
fittings and accessories, unique weshstands, 
fumrture. tile and stone. We are the only 
showroom m the country to oFer this 
(tomprehensive selection of bath and kitchen 
components. Cali 800-899-6757 for the 
showroom nearest you or visit our weDsite 
at vrww.waterworks.net. Catalog $15.

83. Marrin'wnSS'l^k^

Marvin offers a catalog featunng thtir wood 
and clad wood windows and doors. Beautiful 
color photogaphs end information on Marvin's 
standard and custom products. FREE.

the possibilities.
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Pages 166-167, Mercury and Venus statues, Crowthcr 
ot'iron Lodge. Isleworth. U.K. oii-44-io8-f60-79^. 
ScooU. MaUett, London. 011-44-207-499-7411.

Pages 154-15$, Raker Knapp & Tubbs. 800-59- 
tuiCER. Miguel Saco Furniture & Rescoration, 
lnc„ NYC. 212-154-2855. Banquette and chairs’ 
cushions, cowhide, Ashbury Hides. Flotation light. 
Diva, L.A. 510-278-3191. Chiurs' and ottoman's 
upholstery. Cinema mohair, Larsen, Cowtan &
Tout. Side cable, Karl Kemp & Associates, NYC. 
212-254-1877. Floor lamp, John Boone. Inc. Light 
pillows and benches’ upholstery. ’Vienna, Bergamo 
Fabnes Dark pillows, ^ucheron, Nancy Corzine. 
Drapes. Pirouette, Rogers &Goffigon Ltd.

MARXIST MODERNISM Pagos 156-159
Pages 156-157, Liz O'Bnen. NYC. 211-755-5800. 
Interieurs, NYC. 212-543-0800. Paul Morris Gallery. 
NYC. 212-727-2752. I^es 15S-159, Donzc/la Led,, 
NYC. 212-965-8919. Maiaon Gcrawl Ltd., NYC. 212- 
674-7611. Malmaison Antiques. NYC. 2i2-288-"569. 
Pewter wallpaper, Roger Arlington, Inc. Teardrop 
vase, Steuben. 800-447-9876. ^wl. Aero Ltd., 
NYC. 212-966-1500. Blanket, /oe Green Luxury 
Throw Blankets, LA. 510-471-466- Ibmblcrs, Troy. 
NYC. 888-941-4777- Dyonisos decanter. Baccarat. 
800-777-0100. Tray. Aero Ltd. Contcmporaiy 
Gothic cards. Gaines 6: Names. NYC. 212 -69-2514. 
labyrinth rug, Odegard, Inc. 800-670-8836.

THE VIEW MASTER Pages 160-171
Landsciqje architect, (iharles J. Sock. Charloncs- 
ville. VA. 804-296-1628. Pages i6o-i6i.,kthn .Make
peace Furniture, Beaminster, C.K. 1-44-1508-862-204.

WALL TO WALL Pages 142-149
Architect. VincirHamp Architects, Inc.. Chicago. 
3U-733-7744. Pages 142-143. Malcolm Franklin,
Inc., Chicago. .512-337^0202. Carpet, Galcrie Camoin 
Demachy, Paris. 011-33-1-42-61-82-06. Place mats. 
Circle scarf, Auto, NYC. 212-229-2292. Ruhlmann 
armchairs. Maitre Millon, Paris. 011-33-1-48-00-99- 
44. Pages 144-145, Makassar,Trance, Paris. 011-33-1- 
53'96-95-Sf Qock, Charles Frodsham Sc Co. Ltd, 
London. 011-44-207-839-1234. Desk, lamp, and 
armchair by Ruhlmann, Makassar,Trance. Pages 
146-147, Area, NYC. 212-924-7084. Jonathan 
Adlez, NYC, 212-941-8950. Stuan Psm Gallery,
NYC. 212-206-6644. Pages 148-249, Ruhlmann 
chair, De Loren 20 Gallery, NYC 212-249-7575. 
Warren McArthei table and chairs, Nicholas dc 
Shaunna Brown, Camden, ME. 207-236-8491.

PHOTO CREDITS
Page 56; Clockwise from top; Courtesy of The Condd 
Nast Publications Inc.; courtesy c//R  ̂Tenr Club; photo 
by Robert Emmett Bright; copyri^ 1961, Hach^; 
courtew of Art Resource; courtesy ofThe Overlook Press.

CORRECTIONS
April 2001; Page72, Tifiiiiwrings are Rjurmaline, S34.800. 
and peridot, S47J00, Bucedbn, NYC 212-308-2900. 
Page 76, vignettes courtesy of Sixties Design flaschenl. 
Page 189.‘Rem .Smb b a scu^iturc. May 2001: Page 54. 
porcelain for Bemarriaud 72, egg photo courtew of
Ala'VieilleRussie. Page 83, "Freih and Fruity" siMed by 
GmDcrmo Castillo for .Mark Edward Inc.

PHOTOFINISH Pages1S0-1SS
Designer. Leslie Jones 4r Associates, IrK., Chicago. 
312-455-1147. Architect. Marvin Herman & Associ
ates. Inc., Chicago. 312-787-0347. Art, Shashi Caudill 
Photography ♦ Fine An. Chicago. 773-148-2097. 
Pages 150-151, Star Table lamp. Charles Fradin. 
Morris chair, Desjin Fmimir. Upholstery. Verona 
calfskin. Rose Tarluw-Mclrose House. Pages 152-153. 
Tucker Robbins. NYC. 212-366-4427. Roll Arm 
chair upholstery. Camelhair, Todd Ha.se Furniture. 
Inc. Tabriz carpet, Mansoun L.A. 310-652-9999. 
Joyce chairs’ upholstery. Royal Hide, Kdelman 
Leather. Lamp. RuscTarlow-Melrose House.

■ The preceding is a list of some of the products, 
manufocturers, distributors, retailers, and approximate 
list prices in this issue of House&Gtsnien. While 
extreme care is taken to provide correct mtbrmation. 
Hou-k C" Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
ventied before cirdcnng any item. Antiques, one- 
of-a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections mav nut be priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY JENNY GAVACS

contemporary pieces and Jones’s own 
designs—stay within the moderne- 
gone-minimal frame.

“Now.” the client says, “everything 
moves perfectly from room to room. 
It’s very calming, and easy to be here.” 
That’s the art of the matter.

room, glazed the entrance and living 
(Cont.frompage Jones applied only room walls, and upholstered the dining 
solid colors to walls and furnishings.
She allowed texture, on the other hand,

Photo Finish
room, which help.s with the acoustics,” 
she says. Jones interspersed Persian car- 

flourish; silk, taffeta, velvet, and pets with large straw rugs, which set 
leather, as well as wall finishes with off the furniture's dark woods, and put
to

varying degrees of reflectivity create a shimmering silk rug in the master 
contrasts between matte and glossy “I 
used vellum on the walls of the family of the furniture—a mix of vintage and

(t>0)
bedroom suite. The streamlined shapes

Judith Nasatir is a writer based ht New 7bHi.

The View Master
(Cont. from page 1^0) architectural gar
den, it is a highly ordered room that 
blends a Mondrian-like composition 
with more traditional elements, They 
planned it as a 1920s modern garden, 
with a gate adapted from Adlerian prin
ciples and windows based on Saarinen’s 
designs at Cranbrook, and debated 
furnishing it with sculpture of the 
period. Then the owner decided that 
Adler would have been inclined to 
decorate a garden of that time with 
classical ornaments.

Sometimes a garden area or vista will 
suggest a particular ornament, and then 
the husband will set about hunting for 
it. For instance, between the massive 
tennis house and the lake, the husband 
knew he wanted a Hercules, a sculpture 
strong enough to hold its o'wn there. 
But, more often, finding a wonderful 
ornament will suggest a vista to justify 
acquiring it. That is why sometimes, on 
an early morning stroll, the wife finds 
that her husband, a self-described “vista 
cutter,” has been at it again.
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With just the push "
of a button, from the convenience and security of your 
vehicie, your gate opens and closes sirQ(m:DQ[fta@flQgB

GiD/pna
E-Z GATE OPENER AUTOMATIC GATtOPeNM/a 

PROteM^n^For more Information on our Do>lt>Yourseif and
lines of gate openers and where to find them call...

1 ■800-543-6ATE(4283) or check otifour web site at www.gtolnc.com
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OHouse & YEAKSM \KK THE MOST OF COLOH
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THE ’50s: 
IN LIVING 
COLOR
"THE AGE OF GOOD COLORS IS

here,” proclaimed House <t Garden. 
Inspired by high fashion’s exuberant 
spirit, the magazine launched a 
color collection every Sqjtember 
to introduce dozens of vibrant hues 
with names like geranium pink 
and absinthe green. By 1959 more 
than 400 companies were keying 
their products to match the HifG 
palette, offering thousands of color- 
coordinated items—from kitchen 
appliances to paint. With the 
magazine’s pocket-sized color chips 
to carry along on their shopping 
expeditions, readers felt confident that 
thev lived as well as thev looked.

ai>vaxi;k
IlK-fAII.
Titann
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WAYDFTHE lO IFAH.MUTin THE Bosao OimMCS
Rtn YOU TIE WHOM wur.

WE NEW HIWUKBE8..AN JIHEXPEDIED BIT OF CBWDRI IN THE WLOE0 W6RUI OF THE SUV.

SMB THHAIK ON THOSE KSKY
TRETi.MODNBYOOBCMlKBE

TOilNONABRA^VE RNlSI.

EVENOTHEBPQRCUPtNES
UmiAmEtUTETHECIMFIKT

ttSETNESCMrai ilE WV RAWED BEKSTWTH"-
A WELi-4>UCED MITTEN.

lONTlETTHEIItfaFA'
VENOMOUS REPnUSPU.]rMHi 

OirTMONFUN. nND«ni|C 
wirriFAMSSfMTSEIHNT

ORUNARY nUROfWU'U^

THE NEW KIGHUNDER

® TOYOTA SUV?
THERE AN9 SICt. \



Virtually impervious 
to dust, dirt and water, not to mention 

the shifting winds of fashion.

Watches are generally 
most vulnerable where 
the stem enters the case. 
But with patented “Twinlock 
winding crowns that screw 
down into the Oyster case 
as securely as the hatch

of a submarine, these elegant 
Rolex timepieces are all 

but impregnable to 
the elements. And with 

their classic design, 
they are in no danger 

of ever going out of style.

•f

RolexOysterPerpctuaJDay-DateandLady-DatqustbothinlSktgold. For the name and location of an Official Rolex Jeweler near you. -rt /^X XX

pleaaecalll-800-36ROLEX.Rolcx.f ',Twiniock, Oyster, Oyster Perpetual, Day-DateandLady-Datqustaretiademarks.www.rolex.com XV Vi/Xj Jlj


